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_ At least 66 peothe died in the-plane The Fourth Community-wide Good- The soloists will include for the
,
and eking the road-wh'irItthe plane hit' FridaY Service. it_set fix Friday, April opening Second word. laren_ JacksonilSionday: --- .
• : Flash flood-warnings-were up today United Methodist Church with the host word, Bill Fisher. . ....for parts of ,the Ohio_ River Valley, pastor, -the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher : - -7.1.ne-Ptiblie maY come and go during 
• - --r- -Pen nsYrly_an i a , New ,Jersey __and _ ..sr.4w taiiii.ge.of.0,,„ ,mgernents_ - --e different, segments-of workldwp ---z•-•_ ;„.._._.,..._.......:,___
•NA rIONAL HONOR- SOCIETY 7-,I wenty-eight Murray High ,School stu_dents were inducte,d into -the National Honor -
southeastern New York. In . The Rev. Robert Brockhoff will serve service as it may fit your schedule.
Society in`eerernonies today at the sehOoL • Front rdw, left to right Randy, ,Stay, Lisa Smith, Chris Montgomery Sherry
. _ southeastern states. National Guaig ' pi the Worship Leader andthe Rev: Bit Everyone is welcomed,- said Or:. '
Runyon,. and Deanna McMillen. Second row, Anne Gregckry, Larry. Watkins, Liz Whitmer, Teresa Smith, Melody Travis, .
dsmen searched. for More Vidiraiiirter , Pryor and the -Rev,- DaVid Robs *ill • Fisher.- - , • ---- -.- - .-
, _ 
-Greg Ara-u--,hii:andleff,Chikley. Third row, Jackie Galloway Ian Outland, Lisa Outland, Beth Outland, Teresa Cunningham,'
weekend rains hact made many roads Jead the-hymns throughout the service. An offering will be received to go to --
Pam tassiter,- Philip Zachesetti, and Roger Sr-nith. Fourth row, Andy Ryan, Pat•BaggeS, Malinda Cochran, Debbie Wison,
impassable- and knocked'out corn- ' Ministers giving the seven last words the Ministerial -Association Transient, .._munications. , - teeanna Dick, Debbie Gadbeily„,Marry Ann Littleton, and Tom Shape.. •
. .. . - • of Christ from the cross in Holy Week Aid Fund. i . -- 
-- •
The ra
..-=--."--7•••• • • .arstwa...ratailaulsso   _
In Our 98th 
Yfaf 
• One Section 1.2 Pages
Muflay4t, Tuesday Afternoon, April 5,- 197T„ • .4- 15' Per 'Copy
ottime -98 No-. .8-0
Ong Storm Leaves
26 Dead, Scores hi-IL-need'
By The Associated Press ' "The people we've talked to say it's
• A .spring itorffl. packing funnel the worst flobd they can teinember,"
clouds, torrential rains and tornado- . said Tom Little of the State 'Division- oflevel winds drove across the Mississi- Disaster and Emergency Services. He
ppi Gulf -to the Northeast, killing at said 200 people took refuge in a setiool
leag 26 people ,and leaving scores . and National Guard- armory Monday-
' injured or. missing -end thousands , night from the swollen Cumberland
of-others homeless. , River, -which rose to a record 1,8 feet or
, The heavily poo-ulatet Birrpingham, - more abotieflood stage.
A g the, h&i-io_  71/-irginia•Gov. -Mills Godwin-planned
nados Monday; At least,19 persnasdled to declare several, mountainous
„there. 17 of iliervaiin the Sthithfield counties in the southwest disaster
- --areas. -
Washed-out roads and telephone
outages isolated the communities of St.
Charles, where rescue units were:-
reported trapped, and Grundy, where
water rose • six feet hospital
basement 803:11Mck,ePut power.
West Virginia reported that a man
and a -7-yeat-olcrbriflforhied in 'the
s"atheen Part of ttt‘-state While closett
300 Pet)* were evacuated froth then
homes in McDowell CountyEstates housing project., which was
• _leveled. ' • - Good Friday Serwce Set---7.1/10-wIll&-tiirid hail.spawned by the.. storm, are believed fo have contributed -
Li' the crash a Southern Airways DC-9
jet_ in New Wipe, Ga., northwest Of Fri ctif- - y-At Loca _..Atlanta. - - 4. - --., -----  
8, from noon to.r00 p. m. al the First _ and Margaret Rutter, and the sixth
,...Missicelillpi and Georgia with rats_that ff., ild-ko,1„ial  Assodidion,,,_whO„4.2041 A. Le-ast-66----- •
,
' ̀One victim, Edna Davis of Ashville, them for they know not what they do; ''- ,
her backyard storm "shelter. Her house . _ in,_„s_on_tke_secood Word, '-'Today Shalt • . , _Persons Decid-,
..,..iii.., was killed when a tree fellaeross - the Rev. C. E.- Timberlake who will,-
was not damaged. Thou be with me in paradise," - NEW HOPE, Ga. 1AP i - Through
 At least a dozen tornados were Meditations include:sighted as the storm whipped across the The Rev. Julian Warrencpresiderit of Gras eaves . . -_---Southeast, ,urameling_Alabarna.-:-the--Itturray-Caltoway • CouritY .. • -
ereir s reintlit recoraTeVels. discuss the first wOrd "Father Forgive _
Cooperation Pledged By
urris•One person was killed and.two others , n Pros-e-cution_the Rev. Pr. Bill Mullins Who will lightning and hail the 'pilot of thewere injured when a twister flattened a reflect on the third.-word "Woman! crippled~DC-9, its windshield shatteredtrailer nark in Floyd County in nor- Behold thy Son" "Son! Behold thy . and both its engines dead, spotted athwest Georgia,. ordy about 30 miles mother; " winding country • road and foughtfrom the site of the_plarie crash. , the Rev. Martin Mattingly who will desperately to save 85 lives. He almost-..Authorities said 75 to 100 perSorts were ._discuis the fourth word "My God! My made it. - ---•' evacuated from a nursing home after a GM; Why hast thou forsake me?"; - ' But at least 66 persons died Monday- tree Tell on the building, but no One was . the Rev' Joseph P. McCaffry who will..._when, Southern Airways Flight:- 242,
--illiurm 1...4._-----......--- _..rr-,,,,,;' -1,....,. „-- '._._,.......ai' ' -`• teats- ifirn the fifth word "thirst" ; . bound for Atlanta from - Huntsville.
---.."‘ - -‘-'`''' '—''' "" . ''.. the Itertarl Warford_who will talk .Ala.,_hil. trees,. cars. and- a :groceryplanned. an aerial tour of the hard-hit on the si lb word  "-It is finished"; - • before-it-exploded and burnecrinith,-- - 
----7.1°111110114t81fl 
eaUlirtea.-"efe-arlit--- rind the --Rev. Fred' Morton who will woods of this quiet Georgialonat abcit.;• -three people were reported dead and - reflect the final word. "Father into thy_ 35 miles northwest of Atlanta. -hundreds of Others forced. to emergeney___bandslveriunend_n*spirit,:”...-__ .J_____;,....._,.._feee_R-4- -so, .. Page la Column 5shelters on higherfround. -




-- -', ..- _ ,.. _.





their , in, ---
: Aral
Meamihile, Henry' County sheriff_ community, I wish to apologize to the
ding.. .. ,
Richard Bomar has said he will con- citizens.of Henry County and ask that - • With kindest regards,
_ Untie his _efforts.to have-the. Big Apple _4'011. not judge our ct udent body, which • --ConstantineW-.Currii--:--,------- - -
permanently Closed...Bomar said he is includes many . fine youngsters from President" - • •
attempting to secure a Circuit Court
-padlock petition' to-elose-the-Big- A", • 7*-(
. Apple. He said lie has not considered tan Kenton-Orchestra,- closing other area beer establishments.
. He said the Thursday.night incident is
dosed, but that he will attempt to prove 
T, ,„, Appeqr In Concert
the major-real-On-tor seeking ter-have it 
-that the tavern has been the Scene of • . . .,..
several incidents recently. ' -- . - ̀  Variety us musical sound . is the- KeirtcYri, one of the biggest names in  ...It 's just a .nuisInte to the corn- _ hallmark__oLthe_19-pieee Stan Kenton -- music- -for -the --past 35-- Years, hasmunit .„-"-Bornar Said-.--,---7-, . . . - ' Orchestra whin. will appear in concert .developed Versatility • bet:mite of his ,• Puryear Mayor Carl Childers said at Murray State. University on Midi- ._, belief that music is a creative and. _Monday thatte• would "support" the -- sday evening„Apri112. ' . _ • - ...... - -therefore a continuously- changing, art '-lloSure of thelligApple, but declined to • To begin at '8 p: m. in Lovett : •that-requires new sounds to reflect-say iyhethq_the other taverns-nearby Auditorium, the -program will include ". changing times.-
shiiiild be closed. They are the Cotton,: music representative lif the evolutionof . ..•. His orchestrams.style his ranged from.. Club, the WOO and Chief's Place. Kenton Sound from the big band era Of ' •popular and dhnce, to progressive jazz - --
• •Two Puryear , residents made the - the early, 1940s to the-coritemporartp, to .coirtemporary _as the Kenton name_qrigiliii complaints Thursday, night, innovations of today.. - - ' has „become knowii around the world forprior to the disturbatiee at --th-T-1!trg _ Sponsored by the Gamma Delia iins progresso'ie approach to music_ .Apple. The residents complained about chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfohia music , . ,
ap•-•
SORTING THE SOUNDS--,Neair-B. Mason, conductor of the-Murray State 'University...Symphony_ Orchestra, is intent on-. rthe m\sic as he directs the 60-piece group during a rehearsal In preparation for the annual spring concert on the.cammisThursd4 evening. Scheduled to begin at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium, the _protgram will include the premiere Or-fonnance of an oratorio_entitled "The Legend of,the Piasa Bird " by Dr. James Woodard andmusic by Metall, Starnit7 and- Rimsicylkonalioff. Masbif emphasized that the public is invited to attend at no admission charge.
inside today 
_ _
Americans- spend ail estimated 11 bliftoir a .yekr onfunerals and burial arrangements, and a growing numberof people are asking whether the buyers are getting theirmoney's worth. See the first of two articles, on funeralcosts on Page Nine, Column Four, of today's iisue.,
M C. Garrott islwell-inforated--each -morning about-the -news in the world.•Find out how and why in today's ver-• --sTirorroTarrott's Galley, on Page Four, the Opinion Page.
cloudy And cold
Cloudy .and_ very colcittonight-
with a chance of snow flurries.
Decreasing cloadivie5s . and
continued' -cold cirri -Wednesday.
• Lows tonight pear 30. Highs:
. Wednesday in the- mid to ,upper
40s. -Winds nortfiwesterly .to' 10
•miIes . an hour -' toritgttl.'
' Precipitation chances 20 per cent
tonight.- I .
. today's index
• Local scene - -2,
 Horostope . 2
Dear' Abby 
Opinion Page  4
Garrott's Galley. .,  4 •
Crossword -
. Comics '  5
567
Classifieds 9  10, 11
Deaths & Funerals 12
Drug Council
To Meet Here
The Calloway County Council
Drug Educatiori • will hold 'a general
community. meeting at Peoples Bank,
-Worth-Wench. 12th and Chestnut. at
7:00 p. m. tonight -The meeting's,
purpose is to inform people of the goals
and activities of the Council which.
began in 1969," a spekesman said.
The 'council's chairman Fred 'Neff
will present an overview- of the _ _
philosophy and goals of the council as A
fulftlk-_-imary goal
preventive drug' education, rtte
spokesman said.,. 15411 -.rock will
presefit the ' history of the council and
current and planned projects.
' -"The. public is invited to hear of the
:courecirsztictivitieS and to question the
speakers or provide their questions and
voice their concerns," the spokesman
pointed opt. " ,• .
•
. _ • •. •
Murray State University president drunkenness'' _and the disturbance. r'-Henry COunty, on ,the basis of thisOr. Constantine Curris has pledged - incident..11112fortinate tiotety lodges. to_otv or p_MSU cooperation. -to ,insure that the . The statement by- Dr. Curtis, in the "Murray 
s
responsible for the ads -of van •- -40171Y/of -a Aetter-ltd&ftsed,-10--the-.-- Werirelos'ely...with kcal authorities todalism and defiance are properly Citizens of Henry County,i was insure that thefew responsible for theprosecuted': anti-Henry County, Tn., ubhshed us: _ the Paris -Pont- ..acts of • vandalism ': and . defiance areauthorities have stepped • up patrols of Intelligence!. Monday. It is as follows: _properly prosectited. At the same time,_taverns as a „resan_of_a_distar.baaae_iNTL.---2 'the behavior of some Murray State we need to realize that a rçat many the.„Big Apple-tavemilea•r--Puryear---14ftiversit-rstlidents at rforahaRtitsear—iludents present were not invo-- Thursday night lias -brottglit great_ embarrasmnerit. -the fracas. They, unfortunately, areThe disturbarn'e Thursday restilted in - our university and to its alumni While innocent victims of the _disgfraceful
_
the-arrests of 202-persons, ttemajortty-- - welknow- that sap alsrtyr,risesiw the
them MSU students. Aft haye been 41/10,n3-t. *we .are unaectittorned to and -he university treasures, its long
cars parked along Highway SAL. . fraternity on the campus, the concert is He has taken • his orchestras toOfficers said that when they went into part of the focu's of an effort ,begun by England and Eurobe seveniimes and tothe tavern to ask-owners to move the- Kenton in 1966 Iv -conduct clinics and Austratia, Japan, an,d Mexico.,cars, some of the patrons began workshops and to perform in concert on • Kenton was the third person electedresisting police. . campuses -across the country. His Or-
The officers reported that they then chestra makes as many. as 150 campus
arrested one individual for -public appearances in a year. .
'See KENTON,
.Page 12. Column 2,
•
SPEECH TEAM HONORED-The 19- Kentucky State Championship Speech I earrrv.as honored in creinornes today at,Callowlly county High, St hoOlidoists al the.asseryibly included ( ()only lodge Robert 0. Miller. Dr. ( . loom?, mayortern of.Murray. Supt. Dr. lac k Rose, and the ( allow:4 County, SchOol Board. . • •
PAGE 2 THE MURRAY, Ky., lf0C41 WAS, Tuesday., Aprli.f. 1.77
.,._...„.Cc.,tftee Cup. Chope_r.. _ .
By University of Ky. .va.pfety of choices; There are
coltlitY . xtensicin Agents Rorals, paisleyr and bordo
For Home Economics . prints in combinations
Ityoulci you like to raise,- a ranging from electric brights•
vegetable g•
arklen. 
Pot feel tp newer looking rainfor.est
handicappedhy t clt orspacel. colof10 looki 
Get rid oithe ideaTiatittakes. imeMflcs for everYth-ing
an acre ' of tend to• grow from evening to-sporty. -You
vegetables: abput every will also see jute cloth,
yard, 'patip or balcony is a .terrycloth, dishtowel treat-
potential garden. The „key is -ment, chenille fishnet, as well..
plea!** 4 garden to‘ fit Jhe as the traditional fabrics that_
- spate ayailable..-Contict your .have  been around Atitr a long-
anti' Exterisidn Office for time. Dean Roper, Cour-
, :gardening information. -7-Pat Meese, Mayfield.
Curtsinger, Benton.
- ++4-- •- +++
Extension Offices often get Some ad refrigerators are
' calls" concerning the still iii- use or have. been
refreeziog of fopds. .Pc - recetuy discarded, - pd,alinte„.
cailonally frozen fat-Cal are children still die when they get.
partially- oi •_e_PmpletelY caught in them. If yeti have •
thawed before it is discovered a refrigerator or freezer
that a freezer is not operating. which is not being used, Yon
her or not these foods an should,. take eue of. 7 the
be ref rozen safely depends on following precantions•
the temperature . at _ythich 1. -Completely remove the
these foods were held and the door - this can be done
length of time they were.held quickly and easily with a
-raftei-thawirtg- Vat! mar_aeleili- screwdriver and the door can.
refreeze frqzquipoo_ .,that be replaced if you want to use-
have thawed if they still it .again.
• contain ice crystals or. if theY 2. Chain and padlock the
areeitill cold - about_40 deg, f. door permanently closed - an
halt no
,:
. ordipary chain". and .padloc4t
longer than one or, two days at. wrapped tightly around the
refrigerator temperature refrigerator will keep the door
4fter thawing. In general, if a ciasid.- - -
food is safe to eat, it is safe to 3. Remove the latch - same
refreeze, Maxine Griffin, can- be remoied-and replaced
Clinton, , with a wOoden block screwed
+4' flush to the innerdoor stirface,
'We all need to have a place which? will -prevent the door
' where we can feel safe from ' from closing. When you want
some dile-- pressure at the to use-the door again, simply
world, where we can feel loved remove the wooden block and
•and aeeePteCiast-as -we -are,-- replace the-latch-- L- Judy
. wetan have the.courage to Hettehriaa; Hickman;
Lace competition and the -
strain of just trying to keep
pace with the changes that are
taking .piace. This-makas At_
, even more necessary for the
family - to - provide the, at=
• mosphere in which -411-!
members feel real acceptance-- cording .
without- comparison , aspirin, Otrotretficerigtion
someone else. - -Mrs. Sue riA.95 and
hoFraser, Bardwell. • usehold- 
si4bstance s are
++4_ 544pposed lo be ;caged.
in cluld-resistA t con-










1 1 8 S. 12th 753-0035








Can be retvestect by the
elderly and iandicappeci.
about safety pac
for fiArther irl;rrmation •
Bowling  for  senior citjaens 
-• Callow - _Marshall
_ Other Side_C)f will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor- Diabetes ellib schedidedvette Lanes. -- meet at First Presbyterian'Church at seven p. r.
- Meals for senior citizens will
' be Served at Nardi Second
a twelve noon w
• = activities to fad t on m
"DEAR ABBY: After two years, upon learning that my
11 
c
-husband nu-Cleave his farrify-, the -other woman'
(AS. Consumer oducT f h 
By Abigail Van Buren Call 753-8928 for reservations Ellis Center will be open- and 163-9725 for - tran-
_sportation. from ten a. m. to three 
p.
_
Hardin Senior Citizens will,
have a potluck supper at-six p.
broke itbff, even though they were.sirre They were Meant Harclin Senior CT ill 
Citizens. Table games will be
itizens w
afetvommission or eac other.
Washing- onTln. 20207 I want her to -know-tire other side of my husband. so she m. to three p. m.
, or call -toll--free
800-63E1-2666







"Carlin. ' Club will meet at the Elfis be a sensitive, warm CAPRICORN.
with 
Woman's-Glib, willimeet sr- -meet M-7:36 p. m.- - • Don't let sympathy enter into influences. Wrip up duties-7:30 p.m. it the club house •
 the program by Helton Nature .s. Palette Garden - calculation enter what should for rest and relastation-
Comniunity Cent& at 1:30 P. • relationship. Be discriminating (Dec. 22 Jan. 201
Kappa-Department, Murray m. in all things. ' • • Do the Things that mate you
Woman's Club, will meet at TAURUS feel that life is 
worth living. In
7:30- at me-club how- • 
(Apr. 21 to May 211 461'. this way,_ you can relieve the
with it panel discussion by 
- Don't be impatient. If tfrisions of the past, become
*ednesday• APO 4- • barriers, even seemingly in- more fit to handle the busy days
- William Porter, Kenneth Symphonic Beim', NISU, will
Imes, and Harold Hurt. 
surmountable, seem to obstruct ahead. a
be. -featured group for the your progress, be content to AQUARIUS
. Children's Concerts at Lovett wait until 
they are removed. (n.-2l- to-Feb. 10) "'"'"
Group IV* of First Christian Auditorium _at. J1:45 a.,:sri. and :TheY WILL be. 
A fine day for artistic,. .. -.. . _
Church CWF will meet at the ten a- m., sponsored by Music 
GE1111N1 -- - • ee ,,,i, - literary. and-Social mtergate. In -
home of Mrs. Bailey - Gore, Department .of Murray. 
a May 22 to Jui4-21) "' -- all -things, capitalize on your
stars now stimulate finesse- And general know-how.
1603 Sunset, at 7:30 p.m. with' Woman's Club -in cooperation your interkve, ambitions and PISCES- )(C.
progrjtm, by Mrs. Dan. with MSU Music Department. self-confidence and, with these, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .
- Miss Debra Kay ,Suiter
Mrs. Melba Sinter, 1586 Sycarnore Street, Murray, ali2--
notutoes the eqgagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Debra Key, to-John P. Gallagher, son of Mr. and -
Mrs. George S. 'Gallagher of 1814 Sherrie Line, Murray. The
bride-elect is the daughter of the late Elroy S-uiter.
• The bride-tiebe ise lgirg gradtiate-of MurrayllighSellool and--
Is presently attending Murray State University. She is the
'grinddatighter-of Mrs. Fred Suiterand the late Mrigpiter bf
Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Starks of Marshall -
County. • ' .
' Mr. Gallagher is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and
is employed-by Creative Printers, Inc., of Murray, He is Ole •
of the late-MrsuitHHrrlieorge-Weltroffireenville
-and the late Mr. and Mrs. George Gallagher of Pittiburgh, Pa.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Jude 17, at seven..•
p. m. at the University Church of Ch-riet. Only out Of town- to- -
to attend.
citations will be sent, and all friends and relatives are invited
Other WQMan's Man




:•••  • • • ▪ ••  • 
Clucu
itonite's movies
won't sit home eating.her,heart out. •
• The Man, she knows is charming and iminaculately
groomed. He's well-liked at the office, where he jokes with
people although he'l basically quiet...He's very romantic and
understanding. He- writes poetry and-rani-S. things that Bridge Club- will meet at_
of •
• Gleitsorr Hall at  seven p. m.  She'd never believe the other side 6! this smooth talker  _ 
He- has- no- friends outside the duce. The-iieighbors don't
even know his first name. His modest home is falling apart Flint Baptist Church
for laek-of, repairs. Although he is-alwaya well-dressed, his Missions--Geoups will meet
children don't even have pair ortecent shoes.-and the bills_ . seven p. in. at the church. -
keep_rnotintieg ap,He never laughs or talks at home. He ' --
rarefy playswitirtniehild-ren. Ho-never oirlr3-trrafter him- - - - 
self or helps in any way. . -
He parks in front of the TV bigh-CafTer -night and all
weekend, just waiting to_go back to work-where hs c-an es-
cape from reality, turn on his charm, and live in that other
world. • Mb Shod for Women
I am sute the other woman'w.ould never believe this of
her Prince Charming. Well, in• a• few years, when the kids
are-grown, HI be glad to let_her tint:lout for herself-
_ . • JUST HIS WIFE
DEAR JUST: To some men, a wife, children and home
• tatus symbbls thikt. are left negleeted on the shelf to
gathe dust like a tarnislted bowling trophy:The breed is
have .a work day from 9:30 a- -to MiddleSchool at 118 p. tn.





erchabInts a/tY:12PIC'sociat-elaon laat -
their parking lot at sevehp.m.
Disco Fashion Show will be seven p. m. at the school.
h
-• Tuesday, April 5
Shower for Jimmy and Vicki
-Crick whose-trailer home and
contents were' destroyed . by
fire will be held at the
Fellowship Hall of the Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene
at seven p. m.
Wedn da April 6es y,
-13aye'Bridge s Gre.up 'et
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
ClUb will meet with p_at
Winchester,- 706 Fairlane, -
nine a. m. ,
-Murray Women of the
'Moose will Meet-at eight p.m. ,
at.thejodge hall.
* -*int claims for bijoefits wili 'be ., ' Bring thin_ a to their . -
'  at the Ainerican Legion Home Profitable conclusions When You YOU • BORN TODAy are
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 'We sure moment 
is right. You endowed with great versatility, .
are a productive thinker, can a delightful personality and a
put imagination into projects. strong emotional nature. Not as
eggressive es most Arierts;_you .. might not do as -well in die
(•lub, 24 to Aug..2.3) u. business world or other fields
Some situations - vi-111 be requiring., strong • qualities of _
readily mastered, others not so leadership as others, but this
yielding. Take all in stride, lack may bring you greater-
however. And DO avoid haste, happinek than your tiore
aggeavatiew.imd.innee-ttiemoil,--sufficient and -self-assertive • .
VIEW R/5 ‘A brothers and sisters. You are a
(Aug. 24 to .Sept. -1" • 'true romantic - and will find
Certain .changes . may be great pleasure in your love life
pr
from an .cit ie int. music, poetry and art. You are
ag--as-well as in such pursuits as
Change for its own sake could a delibtful host and are much
cost you ground. Concentrate on sought after, socially. You are a
perpoiSiEfiftalnia": • - ver-rattier tharr-w-takerand•----
LIBRA v.-1r your desire to please is foreign
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)- 4146 41 to most other Ariens. Fields in
If there is a fragileronceptiou ;which you could_areap your
Willies this ay, then your greatest' succa-W art. ths.
picture. is NOT in locus. You theater, dancing, teachtng,
should be scaling-the-heights-Of Sirtlidate oi:
inspired thinking. • Raphael, t 'renowned Ital.
SCORPIO • - painter; Lowell Thomas, Sr„
-(e'0••24 tai-hltw• 22) 7-rrifr- author, explorer, lecturer; John
Why not step forward in more J. Audubon, ornithologist;
venturesome manner . you arry ou en 
'Calloway Coludy Library 'have all needed Nets, and your .:-tettalnerand "escape artist."
Board of Trusteeswill meet at
seven p..._rn.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of.-sneet at the City Hall at one p.
Beta Sigma Phi will' meet at-m. Bob Nanney will speak on
''Insurance." 
the Ellis Center at seven p.
. DEAR ABB Our children, 4.arid 6, 'wreck everything
DOME AND CLYDE they own. When NI), toys! make sure they aremeant for .












- Drug '.Coilticfl meeting. at Murray Women's Softball   Frances Drake
Peoples Dank, 12th and Organization will meet at FUR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1., 1)77
Invited.-Purpose is to inform Hall. 
P.m. at - MartaY City What kind of day intuition tells you-that NOW isChestnut, 7:00 p. m. Public seven
community of goals -mid- 
tomorrow be? To find out what the time? Stars are 'on .your
projects of the Council. given for your birth Sign.
the stars say, read the forecast' side. -
SAGITTARIUS
. Baptist Women, Baptist ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
• . _ - - Young Wonlen, anal Aeteeni Of
)(W
You are due for a unique
. . Data' Departineitt,:siiierair- cherry_ comer: church_ win ARDS surprise now,* or soon, unless
-- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) NIA you work at odds selth congenial--
Murray Assembly No. 19
Ortier of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet 4.seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.- • •
,T,•• •
Groups, First 'Baptist
Church Wonien, will meet as
- Annie- Armstrong
with. y Moore and
Dorothy with Mrs, G. M.
Knight at ten a.m., and Bea
Walker with Mrs. James
_1.9.FAI:S at 7:
Best Picture of The Year!!
11R-WhOle life w-as
:1tnechestuut a rrillliOntlti-dne shot. -






















"advice on now to dealwit
oup and are not hard for them to




DEAR DEBBIE: Consistent disc ne, involving both
rewards and punishment for good or b conduct, plus a
clear explanation of what is expected of ullwm is the only
winning -formula I know ''• -
'
DEAR ABBY: My 23-year-bld son is being marrie
the second time. After one year of marriage, his first wi
left him and took all their wedding presents.
His nevefiance hNs never been married before and she
having a big church wedding, which she is entitled to. ROY.,
ever...my solfs.firet wedding was also in church, and alt o
friends and relatives-attended and gave lovely liregrets
At first I dicto't want to invite anyone to the cond
wedding, but so many have expreised a desire t attend- •
that I decided to invite Rome close friehds and relatives. '
. I don't want those who gave my son one we cling gift to
give him-another',41aaboviell.eneleee a th the invita
tions saying, "NO-GIFTS, PLEASE"? Sjduld I call them
pewaally and tell them? Or Should I igfsore the fact that •
they already gave'?
Murray. TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
•
.   _ youlan reek* a fine total .
• t . ' credits. Do make the most of
r fine influences. •
-Thursday, April 7 - -CANCER
Veterans counselor to help ..-- llune 22 to July Zl) 60
A-iimnber of small matters;--- -
well handled, can add oi} to a
winning day. Begin early to
determine just where you wish
to go, and HOW!
• Thursday April 7
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p. m. at the club
house with Millard Alford as
speaker. Spring garden tOur iS -"-
postponed. -•
North -Calloway Parent-










Re kind to your active toe- -
This is. the shoe to carry -
you along — effOrtlessly.
Soft, fitting. flexible . .
• l'want to be fair to friends. reletIves and to my son's pure  vitality! 
. bLide.-Please belrate-- .1" • -
13tack PatentPUZZI;ED
DEAR IRUZZLED:Atel those who are attending your
son's second wedding doTrthey wish about a gift. To re
quest "no gift" would be unfair to the bride.
Hate to Write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
• 
000 ••  • :•.!:111PF• s! • 0.1)•  Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's 'Booklet--• 
- "How to Write Letter! for All Occasions." Please enclose a
• • • • 




z . . 










• - aa.,...business deals, nor cold
at one p. m. and group Nvill go
for Children's- Theatre play.






— 4he-A4SU Student -Qctiet Assn.
_Presents
Musical entertainment
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Miller - Ho4ort4:Wed-cling Vows
Mies'Patti Jo Miller,
daughter of Joe. Roll_htiller, of
Murray'and the late Patsy
Lawrence Miller, became the
bride of Carl Wayne Hosford,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Hosford of Murray, on Friday,
March 11; at seven p. m.
lovely cini;Uelight ceremony
at the Flint Baptist Church.
The bride is. the maternal
granddaughter of Mrs. Brooks
Lawrence and the late Claude
Lawrence. and the paternal
granddaughter of Mrsnrudie
Miller and the late HerbertT.
Miller. Grandparents of the
groom are Mr. and Mrs. Mac
- Hosford of Pilryeik-Th., and
Late Mr. and Mrs. Tolly
Alelander, Puryear.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts
perfortned the impressive
double ring ceremony before
an arched candelabrum with
brass swirl and -tree -can-
delabra on either side with the



















QUICK & EASY —
LATEX FLAT WALL
Cuts & Full Rolls of

















--MOM filf our spring
merchandise.
Bel-Air. Decor
unity candle' in front of the,
arch. In the church-windows
white candles entwined" with
ivy were used. The family•
pews were adorned with pink,
blue, and white satin bows.
Preceding the ceremony a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Da-vi.d.
Livers, organist. "The
Ilieddiiig Song" and "The
Lord's Prayer" were sung by
Miss Jane Wager, with 'Miss
Ladonne Roberts * pianist.
The traditional wedding
marches were used for the
processional and the
recessional. Following the
pledging of the vows the unity
candle was lighted by the
The guest register, kept by
Miss Luana Colson, was
placed on the table covered
with a white satin floor length
cloth and adorned with a
single pink rose•in a bud vase.
' -Brides Dress
.The- bride, escorted _ta the..
altar and given in marriage by .
her father, was'Iovely in a full
-length gown designed With an
empire bodice of white peau
d'ange lace, sheer yoke, high
cameo collar, and long bishop
sleeves of lace. The a-shaped
skirt of white silk organza
featured a 'deep _scalloped
band of lace at the hemline. A
full fan shaped train of
layered organza appliqued
with motifs- of the, lace
cascaded from the back lace
bodice.
Her, Juliet style veil,
designed and made by the
bride and her aunt, Mrs.
James Miller, was made of
silk illusion bordered by_ peau
d'ange lace and was also
appliqued with motifs of the
lace. Her only jewelry besides
her. diamond ring was a
lavaliere pendant worn by the
groom's grandmother, the
late Mrs. Tolly Alexander, and
presented by the groom's
mother. „ Willard Alford will speak.on
•
She carried a bridal bouquet 'ifis--K-new--1{ ,
of pink roses whit ear-• IntellIrg of the Ga-roen
nations, and blue daisies Department of the Murray
highlighted with baby's breath Woman's Chib to be held
and white satin stream'ers tied ' Thursday, April 7, at 1:30 p
•- -at the club hoilSe.in love knots.
Mrs. Tricia 'Nesbitt' served The spring garden teur, has
as matron of honor: Her teen postponed until a -later
formal gown was an a-lined 'Lite.
rteisign *pad .of soft blue--- Hostesses will be..aki• 'enneline
quiana knit and Wrapped in Conley, Sally Livesay, Maude
matching cape of bine chiffert--liance, -Flaiene Visher, and
trimmed in-- matching `Grries • —
satin -ribbon. She carried-a---.-
_lIrs Mueller Speaker For•• Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hasford- entertained the wedding party.
with a rehearsal dinner at the
Colonial }Raise Smorgasbord.
• 
The u-shaped table was
covered with a white cloth and
was . centered with a
springtime floral
arrangement Alsq., ispd trice _
hurricane lamps and
placecards to complete the
decor. Covers were laid for
thirty-five-guests.
. The bridal couple presented
gifts to members of the
wedding party,
The United Methodist
Women of RuSsell's Chapel
Church met at the church on
March 14 with Barbara Brown
presiding. meeting
opened with the Lord's"
Prayer,
For' the devotional Edith
McKinzie read an essay en-
titled, 'Clasping
Hand.- `
- Barbara Brown Introduced
the speaker for the afternoon,
rs. ald Mueller,
Cl4airman "World- Day of
Prayer," in Murray, who gave
en interesting resume and
history of World Day of
Prayer which is annually held
on the first Friday ,of March.
During the business meeting
tickets Were distributed to the
members for a drawing to be
held on June 13. Prizes will be
two hand made afghans, and
seven pillows of either
,bargella patch work, crochet,
or ribbon-. VI proCeedrate-to
be use t in 'defraying the ex,
penses involved, in the current
remodeling project of the
T:horch- entrance.
lavkne Carter led the Bible
study of Matthew chapters- 13
Garden 1)eparuneru To
liulti lleet Thursday
and 14, and assigned chapters
14 and 15 for future study.
Refreshments were served
by f.dith McKinzie aidr gLira
Wiltzke to: Daisy Wickoff,
'Ethel Walker, Toni Hopson,
Bar.bara Brown, Lucy
Alderdice, Gustine Dill, Elvie
Carson, Irene Dorman, Lavine
Carter, Dorothy Sobieski,
- 'Helen Hanchelr, Ginny Crih-
field, Cecelia Noonan, Linda




-Loconnt, oats and nuts
interesting-texture.
1 cup flour
La teaspoon baking powder
iv-teaspoon. salt
2 teaspoons cinnamon -
Li teaspoon nutmeg .
• cup
1. cup firmly packed light
brown sugar .
Centering the table was 'a
sprinigtime-e floral
arrangement holding white
tapers' .flanked by silver
hurricane lamps entwined
with ivy. Silver "apPnintments
were used -tp 'serve the nuts
and mints. • . '
Serving the .cake. Weie. MM.
Roger Hughes and Miss Cindy -
Tripp. Miss DonnaKnight and
Miss Cindy chrisinan asaigesi
at the punch bowl.
After the reception the,_
couple left for a wedding trip
to Gadinburg, Tn.; and are
now at home at 702 Fairlane,
Murray. The bride is junior
maloring in. speech and
hearing at ,Murray State
--University, and the groom is a
third 'year apprentice elec-
trician employed • byt
Electric.
Among the out of town
guests wire- Mrs. Tony
Costanro and Mrs. Aileen
,Miehigant Mr. and
Mrs. Luther .Hosford, Mrs..






The next meeting will be
held on April II at one p.-nr. at
the home gf.Lois Sparks with
Helen Hanchek assisting. Mrs.'
William Schofield,
SpringVille., Tn., member of
the Christ Lutheran -Church,
Paris, Tn., who will speak on •
Braille, Mrs. Schofield is not -
blind but hasvworked with this
group. -
nose gay of. pink, blue, arid
white daisies entwined in
baby's breath., with blue satin
streamers.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Martha McKinney and- Miss
Susie In-les sOo were 'attire
identically like the niatron of
honor and carried bouquets
like that of Mrs. Nesbitt.-
Little Miss Stephanie Faye
Miller, • daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Miller, cousin of
the bride, served as flower
girl. She wore a floor length
empire otyle dress of white
lace .type material entwined
with blue satin ribbons in an
empire waistline with. sheer
lace long sleeves and ruffled
' hemline She carried.
-wicr sket with prw-rke e'nk--r e
'petals, and also wore pink
roses, baby's breath, and
ribbons in her hair.
The groom wore r. whit"
long tall tuxedo with a pink
rose boutonniere matching
those in the bridal bouquet
Roger HughesNbest man, sta.,-
attired in a navy tuxedo anr4.
wore a boutonniere of a who,
carnation tipped in blue.
Van Stubblefield and Chf:-
Key 'were groomsmen. Usher
were John Paul Nesbitt a:.
Diflisy Cossey. The groon.
smen and-ushers were attired_
identically to the best mo4-
'John Beale Imes, son of Mr
and Mrs. Kenneth C. Im(
served as riallbearer. He WOr,
a white tuxedo and carried
rings on a white heart shap, I
satin pillow.
Mrs. Joe Hosford, mother of
the groom, chose to wear
peach floor length gown %vitt'
gold accessories and %has
presented a corsage of r; hitt,
carnations. The grandmother
were also presented carnation
corsages.
The wedding was direct,•ii
by Mrs. Hal Rice.
Reception .
Following the ceremony the
bride's father entertained
with a reception in .the
fellowship-hall of- tise-ih.rk. h.
The bride and groom's' table
was overlaid with a satin floor
length cloth trimmed in ..lace
and held the three tiered
wedding cake topped witt.1
wedding bells. -The *cake was
eni‘ifEled with wedding' bells,
fresh flowers; and between the




"2 butter 0  r margarine
eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
One 312-ounce can flaked4,-
- -
I t
1 cup chopped nuts5.
Stir together the flour, baking
powder, salt, cinnamon and
nutmeg,-fream butter and sug-
-ar;:teat in eggs and vanilla;
,.gradually ittr in the flour
ture, coconut, Oats and nuts.
Turn into a greased 9-inch
• square cake pan. Bake in a
__.•_preheaterLDRIegree oven until _
a cake tester inserted in center
comes out clean -.- ' 25 to






An. Easter Egg Hunr tor
members,- pre-school through
third gradf; and their oikt Of
town guests will be held at the
Murray Country Club on
Saturday, April 9, from ten ta
eleven a.• m.
Fach child Li asked to bring
Six hard boiled Easter eggs,
according to the chairman,
.1 a ta Hughes. Special guest at
the bunt will . be the Easter
Bunny.
Other members-'of the
committee are elndy Ashby,
Vickie Baker, Carol Boaz, -
Shelia Grogan, and -
Georgianna Moffitt. •
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Phillip Saxon of murray.has
been dismissed lrom Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
- - 
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(3 )4xibricate clean fan




No.I air eidaditibning maker









OR BUY THE KITE FOR ONLY 39C
WITH NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
Alsmommoil 
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* By C. Garrott -
For some strange reason,' I have
. fallen- into the habit Of frequently
waking up, about 3 or 3:30 in the mor-
-iiing when- I go. torbed-st **reasonable
hour. At first, I would just lie -there,
•




Murray Ledger & Times Edilor
1-74111iiiiArattiaiiittatn_t4tig.a47 _
The public outcry over the recent under what - he _called an, imperial
automatic 29 per cent raise in pay  for presidency."
our senators and representatives ap-., net two months into the new
patently-was heardori Capita-11EL -AtfinimstraTillnlheWhite House stiff is -
Members of Congress. who earlier 30 per cent jarge‘r than it_was under
---this'Yeat received a pay boost to $57,500 PreelderifFord7r-e-ports the Washington •
each 'Without aril affirmative vote, Weekly, -Human Eventh." _
appi‘oved legislation Monday requiring A top White House aide, Baird M. •
roll call votes on future raises for 1Thrden, reportedly conceded last week
thethbeth of_ Congress, federal judges that' there was no *way Carter could. -
: --Aulfils premise-be-stash •__„ _ .
monplace. Onesuch instance involved a Under current federal' law, a special House staff by 30 per cent. He held (etc_
young firernatiTite Mid been traptied by -1 -co onintIssion" Makes reconunendatiods hope-for a 1-t6-1-2 per e-e-fli cut-but Slid
the leg by_a falling timer on top of-a- -to the president on /pay -raises•-for that a heavy mail volume might make
Consolidated Edison power station members of Congrees and other top that impossible. - •
-to sleep again. which was on fire. There was no way to officiats." Vie president submits the 0+0
At breakfast after such a night I can ' free him without causing tons of con- recommendation to Congress, it takes Just one more comment and we'll
tell the family -just about everything ccete and steel to, crash down on Mm effect unless eitlierhouse Vetoes it.' * leave our Washington bureaucrats
going on in the world. I've been tempted and his rescuers.
It'i a shame WBBM's sign ai Is not
strong in these parts during the day. 1‘,
don't know why. It just isn't. Thek sure
keep you on top of the world. .
++++1-
-The, other mornieg, I was someihat
- savings could be pee to $400 million ROOTS COMMENT . . startled when the station's outdoor
annually if such a change took place, the U. S. Poital„Service appears to man, • John ease, annowkraroi was
_ .
--Although the IMPS arfinita-that - have no friends.--Illepubliedoirt -- -going to taik with Darryl
"potential cost savings are not precise the postal employees don't like it, and erne of the public informatien fellows in
IZMMst the Savings 0111(1-Vary.-" -,-;•-r• Congressmen, who are-floeded-with--_--the--_ tarvd Between the-Lakes; Darryt's




• For example, 'the other morning
when the 'Hilton' motel near' O'Hara
Field . caught fire, the station was
tiregicasthig- an •-on-the-acene - tepOtt
live when the firemeh arrived. A man
who lived nearby had noticed smoke
pouringfrom the 7th floor of the motel
. when- he went out to get his paper-Intl
promptly called thestation.
Ii was on natiOnarteli-- -"vision that
evening. Furtunately,nO one was hurt,
but chances are that tipster is a prime
candidate for a $7804award.
+++++
BALKS AT 5-DAY __ delivery, or . rate increases, _ until , wide - awake, and fret and toss about
  POSTAL11014k.ok, Ll iBy .. _ Congress was . provided a certan_ trying to get back to sleep. Then I had
. --k
. Rep. ....Charles H. Wilson (Calif.) amount of time-to consider a subsidy cri -in idea. - - , "
"-She 1.t. S. Postal Service will, as we itspiaee: - - • , 2.-- - I bought, myself a radio with a set of. -
• all keoir, face continued . financial The impact of ei54ay delivery could earphones so I could listen- to it without.
difficulties in the years to come-. From be significant to many Americana. It ii . disturbing my better halt It has turned
some quarters the recommendation has a decision which Congressould con- out. to be one of the most interesting
..
been made that.inoney could be saved skier and decide if any legislatioe is things-ever to happen to me.
.- by red-acing lime delivery frorit 6 to.5 • -approved. , . It wasn't long 
before I discovered
• --days per week. ' * • -As thalfinan of- the---Postat---Per,-- Amapa 
WRRM in Chiongne_a
-No firm dension-has-been made by sonnet . and M ode rni teflon* -Sidi-wlikh 'berries opiintv---bui news,
_ . . _.o
postal management to niove in -that committee of the House Post Office and. discussions' and _commentaries on
direction . at this time, but I have ".....cotell.e.Conintiltee I- have_yet to ' current topics. 
Sometimes, ill -listen to-
recently begunreceiving reports from :see any evidence which would-peade '-* -ii for a couple of hours I drop off-
postal employees In the field that mall ' me that the reduction of se delivery
, - is allegedly being held back and of mail from 6 to 5 days wouldhe of such'
maniptilated - in - an-o- attempt,'.--by- a financial benefit tirthe Postal-Service
management -to show that Stay . as to offset the reductions-in service to
delivery is-sufficient_ the public and the potential loss of jobs to act like I had drearned , about
"White I am receiving, reports - to postal employees. , somethin-g I actually heard on WBBM,
regarding delayed Mail from a number - "At a time when; the new ad- but decided against -it, fearing being
" of cities in the country, most of the - ministration and Congress is working burned at the stake as a heretic.
I •- reports are coming from The. Postal toward full employment, akny action
- Service's western region. At this time I which weohl eliminate Jobe has to be
. cannot • cinfirm' these alleged delays, thoraughly researched and*cOmpletely,
_ but I am in the process of investigating Penned..."
the matter„, ,. *. f _ -7-- - +++ -
-"The Postal Service  plantain that - CRUMPS_GRASS
taiPc _atuLat_record high. • , --
- of envious anti  puzzled-
Americans- are asking: Where's the
money corning from?
From inflated equities in-previously
owned houses, from parents, fiom
savings accounts swollen' by the-
• This year's raise, recommended by alone.
President Ford before he left office, Watching HEW Secretary Joseph
took effect after the Senate tabled a _Califano squirm after the disclosure
motion to kill it and without the House that he had hired a 212,763-per-year-. -
voting on a similar motion. personal chef, Pennsylvania's Rep.
What all thilmeinis to us, it seems,, is Kobel- W. Kastentneir said -Califane-
that Congress wants-b5 Make sare it should learn that "there ain't .n_o_suci.
geta.flo more-pay raises_ without-first tbingas a free lunch." . . . , .
voting on them. We agree. But we Not precisely. Mr. Ogden() was
wonder why someone did not think of actually paying for the feod.._Chity thg_
-making_ this measure retroactive to services of the chef were courtesy of the
before the corrent pay boost went into...11.S. taipayer.
effect. • What Mr. Califano learned is that toe_
ma y cepAs spoil the _broth - and that -.
President Carter campaigned. one is me too many for any Cabinet
heavily mealiest the "swollen, bloated, -member.
0+0 .
-. spOnsored,-R- It: 19; aprOcedure would savings, promisee the taxpayers are Murray State.- . '''' .f : .7-- -man, Gary Lee, cornea Otirrold'ateop the- . promised in sharply, reduce ii White . ShOuld you visit a factory to seethe
be - established which_ would prohibit , non-existeht. Maybe, it's back to the old They chatted.' for several minutes world's 'tallest - building, the Sears House staff that had greatly expanded AintoIst in automated machinery at i.__ _ . with Darryl telling the world all about ...magical work, the-. experience-,-Tower,- to 'spot gapers' blocks, spin-
the bicycle races they were Planning outs, fender-benders and tieups for
and - bew-...the crappie and basaalere•-, miles -aiound on the super -.streets •,. 
' scare -you half to death: ft isn't that the '
„. machines seem to think; it's„that they
- -- b ing:igot a kick out of lying there and - leading into the inner city':. , seeni to think better than we do. ,
Chicago.- ,---- 
binoculars and. comput s to analyze . 
• .. * --'•- - so-clearly from Golden-Pond by-way ef
- and describe the traffic conditions for - 
.
, the folks coming into. the 'city to. wiwk, .
He was tra about 10:30-p. m., an.0 -
throughout e night they debated what
to do. A medical team was on the roof
keeping him as eomfortable as possible
while the, fire raged. below. A.surgical
teed' eventually was lifted- by
helictipter_to. the scene, and. aboat.4 a.
m. the young man's leg was amliutated.
He was gently lowered to the ground
and rushed by anibulance to a hospital.
The next night, the station reported he
had died of shock. It. was a terrible
tragedy, but. (tot teo-uncommou for apt-
city like Chicago. • -
+++++  ,
About dawn, the station's traffic
lilleding to coldDarryfsvoire.elaniligill - "Ek usei sr-powerf and seniiiiie
wasteful" federal government and
To4ay
I Hi
- Everybody in the. Chicago area is a shop or pla,y. * - 
Today _is Tuesday, Amil 5, the 95th Bible_Thou
- potential WBBM reporter. Mir-station _ I know then it's about time to get up. 
day of 1977. There are 270 days.k.eft in
is178 on the dial. -TO encourage tips on - Before I do, though, I snuggle down
under the covers and thank the Lord, op thisitatetni792,Prealdent George .-mart_ehastenetk_ .hsoo;_,Kr_the
+++++ By The Associated Press
thTeoYdearY"a kistiiiir: . , _Consider in thine heart, that,
_proeeee  both_husband-wifeearninti---news-tip-of-the-week, and $780 fin the--T''. that I -only-have a mile to ga-through washington used-the presidential vet() Lord -thy God chmteneth thee. Deu-
YORK (AP) With housing
• ' paychecks, and of course, from loans on best one.every7days. Thsy of_tenknoi! _ --,sigeley neighborhoods to-get-to for the first time, refusing to sign a Mir --teronomy 8:5. -easier terms. about fires and crimes almost as soon 
Despite continued severe weather - 
work,. -- dealing with 'apportionment of - -Today's children are diprived of
durthg twitrsrtemireeks amnia-11K -_Consunter Comment _ _ - On 
oprfoaper
iark 
par:.nf taliovedisur,mmtcipline- 40mes=becau e__
housing than many other February " 
this date:prabably- more motley -Was Tent on
10 Years Ago
service cuts such as dropping to a 5-day drawing board.
Busirtess Mirror -
More 14-oneyGoiiii°
- Into Housing Boom
- - By JOHN anqMFE
• AP-Sushi-els Analyst
news stories, they offer $7_11 for the best_
In Atli the Mayflowersailed from New-Testament truth- is "whom :the_
history.' SaVings and loan associations Plymouth, Mass., on-its firstieteintlip - tdrdTovetti, He chasteneth." _
alone made mortgage loans of $5.7 to England. . . • -
-1-In 1827; the English surgeon who.'
The vigor of the housing market has • founded modern 
antiseptic surgery, Sir
surprised evep some seasoned • Joseph 
Lister, was both in ',condom
up their estimates of 1977 housing starts Attorney General 
_ . contract in the mail. If the solicitor the Revolutionary War, Dirniel
- In 1869, the last surviving soldier ofanalysts, and some aretending to move
won't agree to this, then call off the Bakeman, died hi Freedom, N.Y., it
' 
to around two-million from earlier Would _ you hike to -buy some
forecasts of 1.8 million to 1.9 million. magazines? This question Will be asked 
transaction. the purported age of $09.
Before you sign a contract make - -In 1939, all German children bet-Eh Lilly and Company has purchased The existing home market is strong time and again during the warm sure that you read it first and Un- ween the ages of 10 and 13 were ordereda 1921/ acre tract northeast of Murray too. The National Association of weather months ahead. You better- derstand exactly what you are doing. to serve in ,the Hitler Youth  . that will serve as the future site of a Realtors estimates that three million- have some questions and-answers
multi-million dollar plant. , single=farnily units were solifin 1976;22 ready, or you may end up with- 
Also, look for the notice that you .have . preanizaUon. .
Deaths reported included Mrs. Dora per cent more tannin 1975 and, indollar magazines you don't really want. 
three business days in'which to cancel -In Iasi, Julius V Ethel Rosenberg
the contract. If this, is not on the con- of New York City were sentenced to- Hitt, Mrs Dona Enistberger, Goebel vdlume, 32 per cent above the prior . Almost even, consumer has been
'Walston, and Ocie Bynum. ' 
' 
year. ' r̀, - ' approached at one-time or another by a 
tract the contract cannot be Valid: " death as atomic spies for the Soviet
If you sign a contract, and then Union... Dallas Elkins, Ralph Wilcox, Al Kipp, * Those figures are records, but 
magazine salesperson who says that he
Gene Tharpe, Joe Filbeck, 'Ivison - or she is competing for a trip to Europe, 
realize it is inadvisable, you entrutilize -In 1955, Prime Minister Winston
. Lovett, Dwuhie Spcittei, Newell -----,,„pf,t the g.ip nr p
p Wro by net for long. The realtors __trying tErWITrWlehohirship.;_orwurkhig._ lbe...,threeclay__cooling.period-sa- . Machin._ then .81. submitted his
Henson of the Foundry, Drill, and 
_ year will soar' iii.2-4 milli As having - - 
provided by Kentucky law:-Any Pur- resignation to Queen Elizabeth H. .-.)-•-•-14ophiner-Telous -Claytom-- and DoruiVrj --4-7.--- -.--7..-: ''' 
existing houses °OS - his ter thrsmigh college: This '
a total market value of 8155 hilliOn:• Cleaning, and Maintenance pepart-. -Prices continue to rise, the medianments - of the Tappan Company,- price of regale homes at the end of 1976Murray, were presented gold watches was $39,000, a figure expected to in-in a safety contest set up in the different crease to $42,000 by the end of this year.departments of the plant. The median price of new homes isPvt. David E. Crick, son of Mr. and . expected by the realtors to be$50,000.- Mrs. Earl W. Crick, completed a 12
weeks communications _ center In view of the widespread belief that
. people Can't- afford such prices, Johnspecialist ..course at - he Army
Southeastern.. Signal School, • Fort Hardin, president of the US. League of
Gordon, Ga. , savings Association, was asked for his
A new composition entitled "Scenic • explanation. .
. besigns'add Atonall'extures,"'keyelie • The ine°rnes of families in this
_ symphony for pipe organ in four country are coming up steadily." he,'. - her wa . .,
movements by PrOf. Paul W. Shaharf, began. "You have to remember that 60 If you are interested in subscribing,
will highlight the eighth concert of the___-, __per cent of married couples work." ask to see the-solicitor's registration-
1967 Contemporary Arts .Festival at - 'Those double incomes not only add up number. All salespersons selling -any
- ,Murray State University. . relatively quickly to equal the size of a type of printed materials in Kentucky, 
down payment, but they, also more where the delivery depends upon some
20, rears Ago
. , , :
-- Pvt. Graves W. Morris, son -of Mr. . made. If the salesperson is not_ The • tennis of mortgageloans are
making a difference too. The
and Mrs. Hardin Morris, has completed registered, he or she is doing business
basic training al Fort Knox and is riPal
in• Warren, Ohio, 'taking training in the _:_
„associations,-whiehaecount.forthp.oupt _ illegally. _ --
Also, all "deals". will be presented in-- -majority .of home mortgage loans, are -
Guided Missile-Corps. ..- -very attractive packages. Don't beberating_ with savings, and so are
A Beekeepers convention will be held , fooled by the claim that the Sub--willing to lend on advantageous terms-.
April 11 and 12 in Calloway County, scription- will only cost you "a few
according to County Agent-S. V. Foy:• pennies a day." Just ten pennies a day 
.
Interest rates have fallen a' bit, and
An extracting demonstration witim. be is $31L50* a year, and if you buy a three. 
By F.J.L. Blasingarne, M.D.
now range between 8.5 per cent and 8.7S
per cent in many areas,. although some 
Q. Mrs KZ writes that she . inerease. totaling 131.000 in 1974. management of burns through
' are still near '9. Since last fall they have . year subscription, "a few tea a llas a grand" whil; whi* vlsit- That 
year fire 
injuries resultedheld 4-tht-farm OfGalon-White. research and the application of
Magazine Sales
By Robert F. Stephens
ahnost rit.ver trite, and don't -be inie-. ----se-c --Ilia* -in 'the "Imes-1mm
*flueticed by such sales pitches, since 
,, which costs more than $25 and does not - -taken.inyearsto 
custodag lyElbtevween2-e6Beplaine. "retain --,
. they have nothing to do with whether or involve- insurance 
can be cancelled in ,reported Plot to kill US. Vice President
not a magazine is a good buy. - , three business 
days. The consumer can Hubert Humphrey during a visit to the
You should question liltrochictions 
Simply write a letter to the company - city.
such as "I am taxing a survey of neigh- ' 
cancelling.the contract. If you do this, Five years ago: North Vietnamese
borhood reading habits': or "The keep 
a copy of-the letter and send it by • forces in South Vietnam opened a new.
magazine is free; all you have to pay - 
certified or registered mail, with return offensive and drove within60 miles of
for is the cost of postage and handling." reeeiPt requested* 
Saigon. •
These are dierely deceptive Siidillegal- 
If you have a consumer complaint, One year ago. Billionaire Howard
- plays 'Used to get into your house.lf you 
write to the 'Office of the Attorney Hughes died at the age of 70 while being-
know at thts point that you don't want or 
General, Division of Consumer flown in a chartered plane from
need a magazine subscription, then say 
Protection, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The Acapulco, Mexico, to a hospital in
office has found that it can most ef- . Houston.
fectively deal with written complaints Today's birthdays: Bette Davis is49.
and encourages you to write when you • Gregory Peek is 61:._ --- - .
haven complaint. However; if you have Thought for today: "If May he true -
an emergency situation call the Can- fled hithirieoAt rTeVerldlledagone, but
sumer Hotline. The-number is 1-800-372- you never heard pf anyone relaxing to
2960 • death, either." - anonymous.




No pill-and-scalpel -doctor should
complain that he is underpaid in terns
of his academic preparation, his great
and continuing effort and his respon-
sibility.. fle-it the neatest thing to God -
there is on earth, isn't he?
The Murray
,-Ledger--&--Times-
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except'
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's' Day and' Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St, Murray, Ky., 42071.
*Second- Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071. -
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 'In,
areaS s`eTtred by carrier, 52-50 Per'
month, payable-in advance.*By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield;Sedalia oand Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
pex year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




Deaths reported include Otley
Farley, age 72, Mrs. 0. G.- Thomasage-
90, and Charles W. Mayfield, age 65. -
The Murr Br h t ,Ii •
. • Assetiatioh of University Women will
" be hostjor the state AAUIN convention
at Kenlake.Hotel today thteugh April 7. •
lb charge of arrangements are Miss
Ruth Cole, Mrs. Ted Clack, Mrs. G. -
Scott, Miss detir Wool); Miss Roberta
Whitnah, Mrs. Alta Presson, Miss flub), .
_Simpson, Mrs. William Warmsley, Mrs.
• _John ('. Winter, and Miss Clara Eagle. -
Births reported include a* • girl,
C- hiprd5td'Mfand - --
• " Tuwery on March31.
. ' •j.
quickly qualify the potential
homeowners for Mortgages. "It makes
a very large difference," he said.
type of future payment, inust pay a fee
and register with tae county clerk Of the
county in which the solicitations will be
dropped one-quarter to one-half point, day" ,,can add up to more than $100.
althougicliardin believes the decline is • Make sere you compute this cost and
now over. compare it to the subscription prices
offeeoe hy thethagazippusplf_
have just sold an existing house, whose Consumers should also-remember
that -door-to-door salespeople havevalue became inflate4, over the years,.
generally are in a positionto -down , sales pitches designed to push y int;meet
payment requirements on a new purchasingsjutasi 
They are mint
se for which
'property, often with plenty to spare. receive a
) , - giving away- anything for free. Some
And therea Mom and Diut Parents of will try to maneuver you into signing a
many-rningeouples often are it their contract by embarrassing you or by
peak pay scales, while at the same time promising a lot of free extras. Don't be
they are , shedding some expensive _ pressured into signing anything. If you
-are not-sure; -tell the salesperson -UT
I 
come back or that yOu will Send thehave the money to lend.- •
• ,
o
The Management Of Burn Cases
ing in a distant city, had the
misfortune to-receive an - -eaten-
lee-threatening'burn. She it
'grateful that he-Wis treated so
effective' trait:LIRA:a_
ceriter -
She -believes that. he would
have died or been more severly
scarred had he been treated in
the average hospital.
His experience makes her feel
that attention should be-ghertio7-"'
the creation of more such cen-
ters in vanous parts of the na-
tion.
'A. Thahks for your comments.
Acterding to the last available
andual Mott (19741-5e
' burn!, luth injuries are On the
in 111E0 deaths. better than halt new techniques. Management of
of ibern hccurthir frtiM"
received in repidenc49.---
Most burns-can be adequately
treated in ernimmcy_ rooms or •
in. community hospitals Severe,
extensive burns, though. require
special care that may be
prolonged and expensive.
Most large urban communities
have certain hospitals with beds •
-set- siiiie•frir die Care of. badly.-
- burned patients. Purifier, a few_
Major burn centers have been •
established in which patients
from the region can receive
special care. '
rit.ficant advancetants in' the
- ,
fluid kits, prevention and treat-'
Merit "Of infection burn
wounds, .coverings for the
_led area and skin graftines
are subject areas that. hare
received appiopriate attention.
The cost of treating a severe
burn maybe very high because
of prOlotged hospitalization, •-
• sPecial nursing care and multi-
---ple-operations.. The Slwiners
have been. most belptul-in_cais- -
Mg funds to support several ma__
jor centers.
Prompt transporation of
severe cases to aliprepriaie
large urbili are. Such trees
•
Blasingame
may be called upon periodically
to afetst outlying communities in
_moving badly :burned casminio....
ceders that have the facilities
and trairied.persormel to handle
such complicated lire injiiriet.
- Better "siltwe nevi nnwing,,-. •
educational programs on burn
prevention. These should be
available through the mass
media, schools and industry. and
• -should tic d :advire nn-
emergency treatment (keep the- -
..burnedareacleanianitiatomme.----•-,
lion about where`and how to -
....tt.ek help. - ,
Every community shrouki have
'established plans ahead of lime,
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By Joe Tom En -in
Murray State's baseball
Thoroughbreds, off to a '
spectacular start with a 20-4
record and tied for first place
in,the western division of the
• 'Ohio. Valley Conference with..
1 Austin Peay, will play Peay
four games this week - two at
Murray Wednesday and two at
- 'Clarksville Sattiedai. -
Both the 'BredS and
Governors are 2--1 in the.







._Tennessee and beat Western
Kentucky 4-1 last Saturday.
The Goys have split two with
Western and "beat Middle
Tennessee. Second conference.
games, for both Murray and .




'Reagan says the 'Bred mound
stilt gas pitched superbly this
spring„ that the defense has
solidified into one of the best
ever at Murray, but that the
team's hitting needs to be a.bit
 more consistent.
_ —..;.....•-ii..- - . ..,...— - .,-- ,--...„- i-...--!--p. ..,,::,,,,,,,- ,-1.
our eague
spring and has a spectacular
OAS ERA: Lefty Mark Rjsgins
is also 3-0 and has an Eft% of
1.23. freshmen Clay
Vangilder. and Mill
Grieshaber are each 2-e and




baseman -Terrg Brdwn with
much of the 'Bred defensive
success. "They're really
solidified the team with their
fine play," he said. Brows-
hasn't made an error -all
Murray pitchers have season and this is his first at
Tampkted 18 of the games' second base. Giesler has made
they started and have _a only two etrors and that
"Ornbined ERAli1T.68. -- doesn't tell the story of how
'Lefty Andy Rice, who gave well he's playing. He gets to a










leads the team in batting with
a .403 average, in home runs
with 6, doubles with 9, and
RBI's with 24. He's also been
successful on 8 of 9 stolen base
attempts. Designated hitter
and reserve firs! baseman Bill
Wagoner has hit -,400 in 16
games.- Freshman catcher
Danny Teel .has the same
average in 7 'games.
500-Game Winner
. EDINBURG, Tex. .(AP) -
Pan American University
baseball. Coach -lir Ogletree
had paobably just as soon
up' but one hit in the Western4o, lot of balls that most-MIMI- forget his first season as a
win Saturday, is 3-0 for the  totich.-An1 he mikes a_lot of 'coach 20 years ago when hi Nifty% Jo Third
team lost all 22 games. • -
over DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.Monday's 8-3 victory
South Dakota Stale win ease 
I api
Waltrip-Darrell _
the pain of the. memOries victory -ifie-,. ftehel 50p 
's
at
becaiise it was ogietree,5 
u 
sr ing off, "SA-, has mov'ell
hun500th triumph in his coaching into third in Grand






Tigers. _first • .• pointsYarbrtanidghitjchiladrsd wPiethttyLhirs
FEAT.URING. LEY DUI/
with Veronica Caliwnstit &SudCort
Stableboy learns about honetn love.
FEATURINGRONNOW
 • YOU,R HOST COE,LEENDtWHURST
.00 TONIGHT ON
THIS SERIES WADE POSSIBLE BY A •
GRANT fROMITIE-NATIONAL-ENDOIMMLNIEGELlif 141.MAANITIFS 
doubleheaders are open.
ThaBreds won their first
game of the season, lost their
second, and then reeled off ler ••
straight victories. They lost
tyo of their next three and
have since won nine straight.
careers -
The 45-year-old OglOree has
lost 217 contests, including
those in that first season at the
University of Dallas.
Baseball:Game Next -in order are BuddyBaker 1.066: Rnnv Parenna
935; Daye Marcis _932.; Ceett
Gordon 868; TRIchairiRainetthit
-:_-conteit at Henry County. _
Here is the remainder of the
Tiger schedule: -
....... April 5 at Lone Oak 4 p. m.
April 8 at Webster Co. 4 p.
April 19 at Marshall Co. 4p.
nL
April 20 Mayfield at 4 p. m.
April 21 Camden p.m.
April 21 Henry Co. 7 p. m.
- April Mat Calloway Co. 4:15
P.m. -
April- 25 Tilghman 4 p. m.
Outfielder Al 1,Ltigs has hit
.344 and 8 stolen bases in 8
attempts. Giesler has hit .321,
first baseman Don Walker
.299,- and Brown .288. Brown
has 22 , 19,
ghd Lin: 16'
Ai a team, tlie 'Brects have
hit a :306. -"I know that's a
good team average," Reagan
said, -Ind we 'haven't hit as
*elfin some key games as we.
needed to. But we've been
pretty consistent in our last
six or eight games."
Garnett liith Purdue id
Brown were rained out Sun-
day --and -Monday: A
doubleheader with Brown was,,
•schadalell =for Tuesday. The
days between the Austin Peay
.0111r:tress 860 WC& James
The Murray High Tigers Hylton 789.




opening game of the season
the Oakland A's ace pitcher,
2.40'.1'itli:veba,openecLwithseball campaign was left training_ camp in an










t FAA LAMS TRAVEL MEN"
R TOURS, CRUISES, MOMS MOTELS, CAI RENTALS',
ALL TOUR TRAV.U. NEEDS. 1MtZlignsi
No Charge by vs.
Prico woo as direct.
For information gad
Travel literature call -
753-GOGO (4646)









5 Float in air 8 Holds back




_duration of 1 MediterraneanTO Meas
Wres 9 Cant"' -
vessel. Correct314,,,ed the _ 1 2 Engivi
212 E. Main
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spirit of carriage,
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eHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS
GE HAS THE LOWEST
CONTRACTOR PRICES  
26 War pod tne scene 98t-rtev 
38Chiniise •
27 Sign of 27 
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COQLO ONLY 1;14V IN
114E MASTERS- IF •
THAI-4 TRUE- - r '
as
ON TNE`OTHER NANO
' -THEQ DIDN'T TELL














. 1... _ 
April V #24gyftettf-e-vyyr--7-VanCY




ril 30-FIIIIIIrnf fAINt1TES WILL. 13E -THE
May 3 Lone Oak 4 p. m. FAMILY
May 3 - HOUR
May'4-Calloway-te: 4 - - •
May 6 at Camden 4 p.tn.
May 40.13 District Tourney
Take .Tinte -Tg Smelt-The Flowers..
• -
Pick The Petal












PETNEEN MAN/ TAAN ON THE
psreor C0467 ANO THE 41/57Y
PEAK ON THE EAT..
BLONDIE
miLE5 OF WR6IN




0 1 9 7 1 v.. te9 conoifIF969411*
IN THE CENTEX.- A FarehOOEN FLACE,..
ocre,E OF ThE /144A04/7„,py6siy polsoN
pisate„. AM, THE PHANTOM 61-051'
Wht7 WALK,.
•
NOT SAC; at.ir WHERE ;
-LS ME PLANNIMS
TO WEAR
..... .._....._... . . 
AIIJALISTNIT LET )- -1414 ZOOMED AT -? :, ..k •-- '
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Fryman T6 Be On Hill,
Reds Open Wednesday
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON exhibition games, won't be as
AP.Sports-Writer funitya,sownerDannyKaye.
For the Cincinnati Reds, The Mariners' oppos
ition'
,this has .been their --worst .will be 19-game winner, Frank
spring in a decRe. The Seol-thk: Tanana: -find We California.
Mariners., up. the other hafilt;-'Angels, the most impro
ved
don't 'have any previous -Wain' in:the AmeriCan League
springs to compare it,with. West thanks to the signin
g of
Baseball's oldest tearn,and tree agents Joe Rudi, Bobby
G rich and Dort, Bulor.
Upwards of 50,000 arl ex-
pected for the night game in
Rattle's- spanking new
Kingdome.
one of its two newest have the
honor of being the hosts when
the 1977 baseball season gets
underway Wednesday. And
both will have rather ancient
hurlers ready to . fire the
respective first pitches. • 
Six. games are on tap
`- _Neither Woodie Fryman nor Thlirsda
Y m. the Americ
an
Diego Segui was around when 
League - including the tin-
the Reds were born in 1889 - 
veilingof the other expansion
they were known as the Red 
club, the Tomtit Blue Jays,
Stockings then - 'hut both 
who open- at home r with an
have knocked around the 
afternoon game against the
4najor .leagues for quite 
Chitago White Sox - and
n-ee‘in the National. The AL
- Fryman, wbo will torefl 
scheduie also findsMilwaultee
at New York, Kansas City at -
next week, was 13-13 with the
Montreal Expos last season. -r
iettoit, Texas-at -Baltimore
He'll be opposed iby San 
and Cleveland at Boston
,Diego's Ran* Jonts, 22-14 
during the day, with a
--_----,--Lanciliietkiational League's Cy 
. California-Seattle arelight
• ' young Award wail*, when 
rerun.
•the Padres invade Riverfront NL games, all in -the af-
Stadium for the traditional ternoon, are St. Louis at
early Cincinnati • opener Pittsburgh, ,New York at
Wednesday afternoon. A. Chicago and San Francisco at
capacity crowd of 52,000 is Los Angeles.
expected to see the Reds raise On Friday' night, Atlanta
the world championship and -Houston get under way
banner-for the seeondyear in With a night contest in the
AstrOdome while Saturday
It will be a while before the afternoon. finds Montreal at
• Meiners worry about this phijad
elph•ia The last two
like pennants. For the time clubs to open will be the AL's
being, just being in existence Minnesota and Oakland en-
is enough after the Seattle tries, who play an afternoon
Pilots fled to Milwaukee - game in Oakland.
following an ill-fated one-year .
existence in 1969. . • , -
- The 38-year-old Segui, who •
spent last season in the Pacific
CoastALeague where he-was
114, earned Manager Darrell
••-. • '' 5-ifelinsimis -opening day no
d.
The hope is the expansion





By The Associated Press
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cold
weather is ,forecast - for
Wainesday's major league
baseball opener between the




will be in the upper 306 with
partly cloudy skies. Snow
flurries were predicted for
Tuesday.
- The.-Reds have announced
that U.S. Rep. Willis
Gradison, R-Ohio, will throw
out the first pitch for the
traditional opener. Gradison
is a former mayor of. Cin-
cinnati.
The 2:30 p.m., EST, gamg is
an annual sellout, draRng
approximately 52,000 fans.
en-
Here are a few
good reasons
to call us when





3. Geoe Harris Auto Parts
Salem, Kentucky
4. Collins & MarshattjGA Store
Calvert City, Kentu




7. Conalco Inc. - Ashby Division
Benton, Kentucky
8. Angels of Mercy Ambulance Service
Paducah, Kentucky
9. Bethel Baptist Church Recreation Bldg.
Gilbertsville, Ky.
10. Air Products & Chemicals Inc.
Calvert City, Kentucky
- -
AWARD WINNERS - The. award winne
rs for the Laker boys are top row, left to right, Mika
Wells, Marc Darnell, Jimmy,lamb and 
Glen Olive. front row, Randy McCallon, Ronnie Gibson and
Ttrimy hatred.
(Staff Plates by Mae levidso)
— Big Guns On Ski-dines For
Tonight's NHL Playoff Games
We figure Ike hest- way to show you what we can do is
to show you what we've done. So above are some of the
jobs we've completed using Butler building systems. We
haadled everything, from planning to final construction.
If ynit find any  of-these reasons *convincing - or if you'd
like in see more-  please give us a calf. ,
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
_ Route 2, Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 Phone: 39S-4198
By The Associated PreSs
The National Hockey
League Stanley Cup playoffs
get underway tonight with the
big guns .- Montreal,
Philadelphia and Boston - on
the sidelines and the little-
guns - Minnesota and
earin" to go.- -
"I don't mind playing
them," says Chicago Coach
Bill White of the New York
Islanders, the Hawks' first-
rqund ' opponent, "because
they play a fairly tight
defensive game.. And if you
Can get any breaks and score a
few goals, they're not that
explosive." '
"SOrne dubs in. the past
have been known to pull
surprises --in the playoffs:"
says Minnesota Coaeh Ted
Harris whose North Stars
meet the Buffalo Sabres. "All
the teams start even, it's a
newseason for everyone."
- , With division winners
MO-ntreal, Philadelphia,
Boston arid-ST-Louis getting
first-round byes, the NHL'S
second season gets underway
tonight with four games. The
Islanders host Chicago, the
Sabres entertain the North
Stars, the Los Angeles Kings
welcome the Atlanta Flames
and the Pittsburgh Penguins
host the Toronto Maple Leafs.
All are best-of-three series.
Bobh the Hawks, who have
the worst record among the
league's 12 playoff clubs, and
,the North Stars, who are only
one point better, have high
hopes of scoring upsets.
- The Islanders compiled 1Q6,
p6trits over the regular
season, 43 more than the
Hawks. But White says that
doesn't matter.
"The playoffs are different.
Forget about the past," he
says. "They're not going to
change • fileir game in the
playoffs. And they'll be
thinking about the last game
we played, the 2-2 tie. We
outplayed them for 57 minutes
until tbey got two goals to tie
atthe end."
If the Islanders are
concerned about Chicago,
they aren't showing it. --- -
"If we play our game," says
goalie Chico Resch, "there is
no problerrr.-But-tim-barvertet--
Pla our ame "- •r g
The NorthStars wound up 40
points behind Buffalo and are
hoping to make up for a dd-
. ference in personnel with
youthful enthusiasm. Mill‘
nesota, which starts eight
rookiei! has the least ex-




NEW YORK (AP) - The
dispute between the National
Basketball Association and its
referees is heating up as
playoff time approaches.
A group of 24 referees met
with their attorney, Richie
Phillips, in Chicago Monday
and voted unanimously to
strike the NBA playoffs, which
are slated to begin next week.
They also authorized, by_a 24-0
vote, a strike call by the
group's executive committee
during the remaining week of
the regular season. ,
That brought a sharp
reaction from league officials.
Simon Gourdine, the NBA's
deputy commissioner
chief negotiator with
'referees, lashed out at the
strike threat in a four-page
Probable Hurlers
Melton's Do-Or-Die Attitude -
Wraps Up Place With Indians
'By HERSCHEL NISSENSON ,
AP Sports; Writer ' _
._ The- Cleveland Indians
acquired one-time American
-• League /*me rp king Siff
Melton from tire" California
Angels during the winter, but
nobody really knew.why. .
Buddy Bell had a lock an
third base, Boog Powell and
Andre Thorni,on were going to
platoon at /first and Johnny
Grubb, an .eXpensive trade
acquisition from the San
Diego Padres, was 'joining
forces witUtick Manning andCharliesp 
DIES In the outfield.
That left a little designated
hitting perhaps for Melton.
perinced club in the playoffs.
Pittsburgh and Toronto both
finished one game above .500
but the Penguins got the
home ice advantage by virtue
of more victories.
"Home 'ice means a lot
because the guys-always play
well here," says Pittsburgh
goalie Denis Herron. "If wé.
had to. play in Toronto it would
be tough." •
Atlanta wept down to the
final day before-losing the
home ice advantage to Los
Angeles, a tact duly.noted by
Flames' Coach Fred
Creighton. "Hon:mice ad-
vantage would Certainly have
helped our .Fhances of
advancing to the- second
round," said Creighton, "but
if we play as well as we are
capable of playing, we can
still make it difficult for some
people_" '
- Kings' Coach BoliPulford is




only .208 six homers for
thi Angels last season, said he
came to camp "with a do-or-
die attitude." ,
"I thought I could help the
team-and knew -I would haVe
to prove myself quickly," said
the 31-year-old veteran. "They
gave me the opportunity to
show. what I could do. That's
alit wanted."
Lpckily_ for the Indians,
Melton was around when
Grubb tore up _a knee. That
enabled Robinson to switch
Bell -to left -field with Melton.
moving in at third base.
Melton had a single in two
af&ats Monday as the Indians
dropped an 8-7 decision to the
Chicago Cubs. Larry Biittner
singled home the winning run
with his third hit of the game
_to_cap a two-run ninth-inning
rally. Ivan DeJesus, who
-homered , earlier, singled
dinifthe-ViiiiiiIng uprising. -
Philadelphia's Jerry Martin
made the Phillies again, just
as he did Iasi year, bat only as
a reserve putfielder. Martin
belted a--grand slam homer
Mendax and* Steve Canton
tuned up for opening day with
five scoreless innings in a 5-1
triumph ever the Chicago.
White Sex.
The:New 'York Meta bowed
to the New York Yankees 4-3
despite Dave Kingman's •
The Pittsburgh Pirates took
advantage of _a 25-mile-art-
-hour wind and got home runs
. from Frank TaVeras, Ed.
Kirkpatrick, Duffy Dyer and .
Omar Moreno its winning i 12-
8, slugfest 'from the Kansaa,.
City Royals.
Rick Monday singled twice,
and drove in two runs
to lead 'the Los Angeles
Dodgers over the San Fran-
cisco Giants 4-2.
Very littie,`It seemed; when ' ' P10- Cage -----H0"91t - "ne unimidec! 13 -
the Indians re-acquired Rico - 
hits and crushed 'the Texas
Carty,- whom they originally
lost in the expansion draft.
"I just couldn't see where he 
homers off Baltimore's Rudy
By Tee Associated Press
would fa lti,"-Makager Frank- Nodes& Basketball Assoetatien 
May =Iwo by Tom Paciorek, -
Robinson admitted. 'He 
EABTERN coNFERENcE .one each by Pat Ro
ckett and • _
certainly provedinewrong.'.!. .. 
Attaatie Division . Brian ttsseltstin
e - and --1':- 7- --
With a .300 batting average . W - L 'Pet GB 
- -1199medeleild°1e944 . '
that includgs seven homers Leo 48 29
 123 - John Wockenfuss' two-run -
41 36 .532 7
and 20 riuirehatted in, Melton NY Itrii ks 37 41 .474 114s 
homer in-_-,the bottom of the 
not only made the club but was Buffalo 
29 49 272 191/2 • ninth inning gave the Detroit 4
selected the Indians' out-
NY Nets 21 57 .269 271/2 Tigers a 4-2 triumph over t
he
,
standing player during the I"OustOn  
Centra418 Di3vitsion_ _ Cincinnati Reds and Craig
- exhibition campaign. , welsh
 45 33 Iri 21/2 Kusick's 
two-run homer
Melton, who led the AL with S Anton 43 3
6 .544 5 snapped a ninth-inning tie and
33 homers for the Chicago 
Cleve 42 38 .538 51/2 helped the Minne
sota Twins
White Sox in 1971 but batted N °tins M " '436 
131/2 beat the Mi
lwaukee Brewers
Atlanta 31 48 .392 17
._
seventh and eighth spring .The Bostob Red Sox
 erupted
homers. Chris Chambliss for six runs in the n
inth inning,
singled hoe the winning run the last three 
on Dwight
In -the sixth inning- after the Evans' horner,-and t
rimmed
YankeeS erased al-adeficit. the Montreal, Exp
os 8-2. In I
Standings
another power display, the •
• Rangers 16-6.
The Atlanta Braves hit four
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Dividea
y-Dvivr , 48 .311 - -
Detroit 42 36 .538 6
Chicago 41 37 .526 7
Kan City 40 38 .513 8
Indiana. .54.46 .425 1,5
Milwkee 28 52 .350 21
Pacific Division
y-LA. 51 27 '.854
Portland 46 33 .582 51/2
Goldn St 43 36 .544 Pi
Seattle 39 40- .494 12½





&atm at New Vett' Knicks
Washington at Cleveland
Philadelphia at New Orleans
Buffalo at Chicago
Indiana vs. Kansas City at
Los Angeles at Golden State
Atlanta at Phoenix
Detroit at Portland
New York Nets at SeatUe
Wedneeday's Games
Houston at Beaton -
New Orleans -at Buffalo
Philadelphia at San Antonio
Chicago--at-Tiaxhingtori
7-4.
Home runs by Wayne Gross
- his Sixth of the spring-and
Manny Sanguillen and the six- -
hit pitching of Mike Torrez,
Stan Bahnsen and Doug Bair
led the Oakland A's past the .-.
San Diego Padres 2-0 and
Dave McKay's RBI double off
Al iirabosky in the ninth _in-
ning gave the Toronto Blue








"Such an action would be
unconscionable, irresponsible
and would violate the con-
tracts between officials and .
the league," GOlirdine said.
"If such action is taken, the
NBA 'Will hold. the officials
responsible fot any damigel-
that may result."
Gourdine said that for the 31
years of its existence, the NBA
had negotiated individual
contracts with officials and
that these contracts provided
extra compensation (or the
playoffs. He said the NBA had
not yet been notified that
Phillips' group had been
certified by the National
and _Labor Relations Board to
the represent 'league officials in
collective bargaining, and
would not negotiate with the
group until such notification is
received.
Phillips was scheduled to
For Opening Day , meet wit
h NLRB officials in








California (Tanana 19-104 et




SL-Louis (Denny 11-9 or Fal-
cone 12-16) at Pittsburgh
(Reuss 14-9 or Rooker 15-8)
New York (Seaver 14-11) at
• Chicago (Burns 15-13)
:San _Francisco_ _Mont




Chicago -tBrett 10-12 or Wood
4-3) at Toronto (Singer 13-10)
Kansas City (Splittorff 114)
at Detroit (Roberts 16-17)
Texas (Blyleven 13-16) at
Baltimore (Palmer 22-13)
Milwaukee (ShiMn 14-15) at
New York (Hunter 1,7-15)
Cleveland (Eckersley 13-12)
at Boston (Jenkins 12-11)
California (Ryan 17-18) at
Seattle (Romo 0-0), (n) .
Only Games Scheduled
Philadelphia today.
"We feel that suite the NBA
has continued unfair labor
practices, we are entitled' to
strike before the -regular
season ends," said Phillips in
announcing Monday's strike
vote. "We leave that question
up to the executitre -com-
mittee, which can take up the
matter later this week."
The NBA has 26 referees,
but veterans Richie Powers.
and Earl Strom do not con-- •
sider themselves part of the
association and were not • .
efuscp.present Monday's meeting. 
"The NBA refuses, to
negotiate at all," .charged -
Phillips. He said he didn't ,
want to negotiate in the
newspapers, but besides in-
creased salaries the referees
were knbwn to be seeking a
. cost . of living' chiuse,
severance .pay, insurance
benefits and Arbitration in the




the millionth Rabbit with cars




. and two glowing metallic
colors. A Dasher—with its OVV11
'handsome metallic glow and plush
inferior. And Ek Scirocc-o--4with_sport___
-.bucket L:.cits arld side stripes.If-
'you want one you'll have to
hurry. Limited editions like








100 Chestnut St. • Murray
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Sports To Get Back In Full Swing
Yes Virginia,. there's still a Standing on
the tiring Line column •
- Routines, a general lack of local sports
(except Murray-aats-baseball) axed a few
. Other excuses are the reasons the column
-has not appeared for a while.
It suddenly struck me the other night why
I was no-longer getting obscene phone calls
and getting cussed out over iomething I'd
written. I haven't been writing anything
, eentrovereial sipce the column. on a new
sports arena for Murray State.
And by the way, did you notice (about two
days later) that Morehead has genounced
its plaits-1g a-neW basketball facility?
Meanwhile, there'll be a new theme song
for -basketball games next year at Murray
State. The, couple hundred fins who -do-
- managefind a parking place on campus
'Will 'all arise and sing _lisindrops Keep
Itearr" -
-eme-e--Novethat's out of the way, let's move onto
=mere- -Important --things: basketball
_ recruiting. The national letter of intent day
• -isa week from WedniettdaY.
Somehow, from a' list that probably in-
cludes '40 or more capable players along '
with some blue chippers, Fred Overton and
Jim Calvin will brainstorm and -come up
with four or five to go along with quite a
returning nucleus for next season.
Also; don't be Surprised to see servers!
• transfers in from other colleges. Those
transfers must sit °tit a easison bet ff they de
collie, they will provide some great con-
versation for next inciter. _
h_a_de dozen or-more of the players, Muirfter.hiU from Kentucky while -
the RacMa_are after-about four players at
Pensacola 'AmiOr College, which sent to
Murray leading icote_ehlike -
' . Look for theRacers4„recruit quality, not
quantity. .
4te-hili-ing more on basketball
recruiting soon. -
And. though several people in the (Vice
lee:Elder Hoping-for More Success
swore they saw some now 'filling this
morning, spring is here, we hope. - -
The local high schools will try to play golf,
track and baseball this week. Tennis ie._
Murray High will not begin until after spring -
break is over:epring break at both Murray - •
and Calloway begins at the end of this week.
For baseball fans, 'bring along the
firewood • and blankets to Reagan Field
tomorrow where Murray will--be playing
Austin Peay in a crucial OVC doubleheader.
The Hitt game will begin -at 1 fem., Unless
it comes a minor flood, the games will be
played. •- .
Then on Thursday, and by then the
weather is supposed to be somewhat better,
track fans will be in for a treat. Calloway
QltuitY Will host a triangular with Lone Oak--
and Crittenden County._The meet will be___
held at Murray Hie and for these who have
not seen Felicia Pinner run, you've missed
something. „
Friday is-an-even bigger day for track as
the yisti Women's Invitational will be held
at -Stetiart Stadium-II Will, be-an all day
affair. Alse fridity,_Calloway will, play a 7_
p.m. game at Marshall County (Calvert City.
'Met) -while - Murray High hosts Webster
County at 4 p.m.
• The main attraction- SaiLteday Is Murray
State at Austin Peay for a doubleheader.
If you want to see a goOd track meet, then
Middle Tennessee, Western Kentucky'and
Austin Peay will loin Mtwray &kW for a
quadrangular Saturday in Stewart Stadium.
The meet begins at I p.m. •
Also Saturday, Calloway will host Webster
County to a twinbill with the first game
beginning at 1 p.m. Next Sunday will be an
off day but on Monday, a talented Arkansas
State team is here for a doubleheader
against the 'Breds at Reagan Field.
Grit your teeth and frOvm because the
columns will begin -to' appear more often
folks. -
In lits Next.Go-Around At Masters
By The Associated Press
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - It's
the second time around for
Lee Elder.
"It's not such a big deal this
• ," said Elder,
looking for more golf and lees
harassment in his second
• appearance in _ theLtartled__
Mastefs tournament. tit's _
lot more low-key." •
Elder, now 42, created an
international sensation two
years ago when he won his
way into the elite field and
became the first black to play
in the previously all-white
event.
He was subjected to con-
stant attention from the world
press. He gave a series of
mass press conferences. His
every move was spbtlighted,
commented upon, analyzed.
"One magazine had





topics from our nv.s.
low -or., 595 Dr!.C.„soci ale
somettimg they're
rich. trku:t Solid. are
Ompletely titled Some-,:o,
'Wry- lookas ifrheT're-heen
minted Sei foi out ...Of. no
116 NORTH 7714
MAYFIELD 247-5912
time, oo Ind off the course, Masters. I put a lot of pressuretaking n,otes, takingPleturea," on myself. .he said." Then,when I missed - "It was not bee Elder's golfthe cut, they never used the game, they saw theIast -Cone.article:." -Tha('s what botheredAlki- it-was that 
n  
-failure " wore I'd win- lisr-elfayqualify for the final , tin back and show the auburn a-.rounds that bothered Eldernetterputy_ thantha,t." .I guess a lot of people It didn't come easily.' Or-thought I was playing for my auiday.
race," he salcr.-“That's not ft 'He •went into a declineat all. I didn't think-of It that-mon' ediately_Latter • .bis 1975way. I Was playing for Lee and Masters appearance. Ws von--( wife) Rose Elder. With all the only geom. for the year, themedia attention, I was under a second lowest figure of hislot of pressure - and it had
had a whole year to build up.
For almost a year before I got





But he bounced back last
Jear, collecting a career high
$113,263. More importantly, he
won the Houston Open - his
secood tour title - and again
qualified for the Masters. He
also finished second in Pen-
sacola, third at Pleasant
Valley and fourth in New
Orleans.
_The victory iniHouston was
The Calloway County --thekëtt gav.“drn a return
ticket to Augusta - hisLakers were rained out of
their opening baseball game PrineiPal goal since Iva
missed the Masters cut in--Monday-------
The Lakers were scheduled 1975-
to host Wing_o. think most of the people
All Laker home games will
be played at the old Colt
League- field at the city park.
The home games will all begin
at 4:15 p.m.
Here is the remaining
schedule' for the Lakers: •
April 5 Marshall Co.
April 7 at Wingo
April 8 at Marihall Co. 7 p.m.
April 9 Webster •Col-DH) 1
April 19 at Fancy• Farm
April 20 LyonSo.
April ti it Lewes
April n MutraylEgb
Neril 15 Trigg Cct• _
-AprflZ6Famim-'
April 29 at Farmington
May 2 at Mayfield
May 3 at Trigg Co.
May 4 at Murray High
May 5 at Lyon Co.
May.6 St. Mary .7
May 10-13 District Tierney
around me were more nervous
than I was," besaid, .-and that
kind of gets to you, doesn't let
you leave the game at the golf
course. There were partici
every night that we had to-go
to. --
"This year, we'v#. • got a
few dose friends iii




net so many parties, not 'so
many ' distivetions„not so
many pressuess.
"This tithe I can try to'elaY




Heat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
Modern Sheet Metal Shop




• Call Larry Wisaliart
753-9290 •
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Senior guard Tommy
Futrell and junior guard Susie
lines reaped most of the
hardware Monday night at the
Calloway County Baskethall
Banquet-ilia-I-vas held at the
Colonial Houali StDoriissbc'rd-
Futrell copped the following
awards: Best Offensive
Player, Most Assists, Most
Steals, Best Playermaker and
was the co-Most Valuable
Player along with senior
center Mike Wells. -
Other awards presented bf
head coach Robert Slone were
the Best Rebounding Award to
Wells the 110 per cent Award
to junior forward Marc
Darnell, the Best Field Goal
percentage Award to Wells,
the Most Improved Player.
to .
Jimmy -Lamb, the. Beik
Defensive Player Award to
junior guard Glen Olive, the
Best Free Throw Shooter
Award to junior guard Randy
McCallon and the Most In-
spirational Player Award to
senior guard Ronnie Gibson.
Imes won the Free Throw
Award, the Indership Award
and the honors for being the
Most Valuable .Player. -
Other .awards presented by
head-coach Marianne Dairis
.were .the Most -Improved
Player 'Award to sophomore
guard hfilurinAthitdet0h4-
Rebound Award- to junior
center -Felicia Pinner, the
Best Defensive Player Award
to Senior forward Marilyn
McKenzie and ,the Hustler
Award to sophomore guard
Ttoteitelie.- -
-The featured speaker for the
evening was" former pro star
Bobby Virread Hardin::
Warre-n -who - graduated
froin-Sonih .Milkshall High
School- and- then- went on to
Vanderbilt, told -the large
gathering at the banquet that
'"you only get out-tit-fife what
you put into-it; -you reap what




Get Honors At Laker Banquet
of,hts time working with youth. 
andin Christian-related work,
• said that basketball has led
tiini to a- more abundant life
and a closer relationship with
God: — .
_ ,
"Even after I got into pro --baskethekthere we a lot of
heartaehes, iioil,itfalfr
and valleys," Warren said.
Warren said he began
playing basketball when be-Aas two years old and his
parents nailed a goal to the
wall in his bedroom.
of my-success and
honor, I owe .ta my parents,"
said Warren. •
"I used to get up at six in the
morning and go to school so I
-could play for an hour and a
halL beige school . started.
When I was in_the fifthgrade, I
was. 'Oiling- organized
ronnt-imeketball. 
"Then When :I go_t to lie a
.somethirie tinny
happened to me. I was 4-4
when I started my freshman
year and along the last qart of .
that year and the -first part of
my sophomore year, I grew to
5-7. and wore size 13's,"
Warren smiled.
....".L_thought. about quitting. •my sophomore year because
the coach was really tough on
me. But my fattier told me one
By-The Associated Press
-Moaday's Results
Pittsburgh SS, (N) 12, 1ClinsosCity (A) 9 .
• Bastan (A) 11.• Mon JNI-1---Tdron-to- (10-2;
Philadelphia IN) -5,
(!t/, lkland (A)!, San Diego (1,4/
-Minnesota (A) 7, Milwaukee
A I 4
Chicago (N) 8, Cleveland Al( 
7
Houston (N) 16, Texas (Al 6
Atlanta (N) 9, Baltimore A
5
New York (A) 4, New
(N) 3 •
Detroit (A) 4, C" ()C 2






Chicago (A) vs. Kansas City
(A) Fort Myers, Fla-. .
It (A) vs. Cincipziati (NI
a ampa, Fla. . :
New Tort (N) ve. New York
(A) at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Boston (A) vs. St- Louis (N.)
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Texas (Atvs. Houston (N) at
San Antonio
Phoenix vs: San Francisco
(N) at Phoenix, Ariz.
Los 'Angeles (N) vs. Chicago
(N) at Scottsdale, Ails.
Minnesota (A) vs. Milwaukee
,(44.) at Sun City, Ariz.
Baltimore (A) vs. Atlanta
-(H) at Charlotte, N.C., (n)








Former profatsional basketball star
Bobby Warren was the featured speaker Monday night as the
Calloway County Basketball Banquet was held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord
FEATURED SPEAKER -
day there's no such thing as a,L.. Schlannan, the coachquitter. If you start-quitting at that time, decided he waswhen you are young, you'll be determined to have a 6-5
a gainer all your life, guard so I turned into. a guard."By the end of that year, I and stayed with Los Ailgeles
began to play A. little varsity for two years" Warren said.
ball." .„ After the two years in LA, he
His last_ two years at South was traded to Memphis.
'Marshall High School were During the middle of his
histary. second year at Memphis, he
He earned:a scholarship to .signed a five-year contract.
Vanderbilt where he enjoyed a That was on a. Sunday at-
successful freshman season. ternoon. The following day, he
But his sophomore year, he was traded to the Carolina
went through what he'd went Cougars. 
.
through four years before. From there, it wits on to the
-I had grown two more Utah Stars and he eventually
inches and by that time was 6- wound up with the San Antonio
5. I spent more time on the Spurs. It was there he found
bench than I ever had before. his ultimate happiness: He
But I learned more about turned his life over to Christ.
basketball that year than I "We can get all the--ink antj
ever did before too. The point have all the money in the
is that you can learn from woeld. But abilities and
your. weaknesses." . caOrdteatinn are free,_thy,_ ..areWhen he graduated from gifts. And when they are limo-Vend y , he signed - a --in the-wrong-way,- it will only-
professional contract with the bring aadness," Wariteci ad-
Lee Angeles-Stars of the ....414 ------------ _
American Basketball Following Warren's in-
spirational talk, each Laker
coach reviewed their season.
Freshman coach Jim. Nix _
recognized his team; which
went 7-8 on the season. Four of
those losses were by a total of
only six points.
Then junior varsity coach
Association.
"I' was really unhappy that
year. Here I'd gone from a
town of 350 to a place-of 10
Million and it took 45 minutes
on thefreeway just to drive to
practice. Man, that a long
way from Hardin, Ky..
•-• •
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his team, which finished with
an outstanding 17-5 record.
Coabh Davie presented the
members of her team with
letters and of course, the
special awards. The Laker
girls were 12-11 on the year
and eight games were lost by
three points oriess.
Four of the Laker girls were
honorable mention, Ali
Purchase. They included Rose
Ross Marilyn McKenzie,




mention, All-State from the
Courier-Journal while Pinner
was rated by the paper as
being one of the top players in
the First Region.
Coach Slone, whose club
turned a previous 5-20 season
71aPaill-13-taRigiargrcsaid his
_ team_ _gland _la  _near .19
maximum -potential as any.
team • he'd ever coached"
before. 
.
_Futrell was chosen to the
All-purchase Team while
_Wells was honorable mention.
The varsity, and -junior
varsity cheerleaders were
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4 Fryman To Be On Hill
-r Reds Op_n Wednesday
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
For the Cincinnati Reds,
this has been their,• worst
spring in a decade. The Seattler.
Mariners, on the other hand,
don't. haye any previous'
1 springs to compare 
it with..
Baseball's oldest team ald
one of its two newest have the
honor of being the h4s, when
the 1977 baseball seasOn geti-_
underway Wednesday. And
-
both will have rather ancientI
- hurlers .ready to fire the;
• respective first pitches.
r •- Neither Woodie Fryman nor
Diego Segui was around when.
the Reds were born, in 1,869 -
they were known as the Red
Stockings then - but both,
have knocked around the .
major leagUes for quite a
while._.' -.-
Fryman, who will turn 37
next week, was 13-13 with the
- Montreal Expos-last season.
He'll be opOpsed by San
DreiVa Randy Jones, 2214
and the National League's Cy
• - Young Award winner, when
the Padres 'invade Riverfront
. Stadium for the traditional
early.' Cincinnati opener
Wedpesday afternoon. A
caparity crowd of 52,000 is
expected to see the Reds raise
the world- championship
banner for the second year in
a
It will be a while before he
Mariners worry about things
like pennants. For the time
. being, just being .in existence
is enough after the Seattle
Pilots fled to Milwaukee
following an ill-fated one-year
, eiristenn 1969.
The 38-year-old 'Segni, who
spent last season in the Pacific
Coast League where he was
1j-.5, earned. Manager Darrell
Johnson's opening day nod.
The hope is the -expansion




exhibition games, won't be as
funny as owner Danny Kaye.
The Mariners' opposition
will be 19-game winner Frank
Tanana and the , California '
Angels, the most improved
team in the American League
W.est,, thanks to the signing of
free agents Joe Rudi, Bobby
Grich and Dort Baylor.
tJpwardo--el 50,000 are ex-
pected for the night game in
Seattle's spanking .
Kingdome. '
Six games are on lap._
Thursday in the American
League - including the un-
veilkng of the other expansion
club, the Toronto Blue Jays,
who open at home with an
afternoon ,game against the •
Chicago White tSox - and
three in the National. The AL
Schedule also finds Milwaukee'
at-New York, Kansas City at
Detroit, -Texas at Baltimore
and Cleveland at Boston
during the day, with a
California-Seattle , arclight
rerun. -
NL games, all in the af-
ternoon, are St. Louis at
-Pittsburgh, New York at
Chicago and San Fnancisco at
Los Angeles. "
On Friday night, Atlanta
and Houston get under way
with a night contest in the
Astrodome while Siturday
afternoon - finds , 'Montreal at
. Philadelphia: The last two
clubs to open will be the AL's
Minnesota and Oakland en-





AWARD WINNERS - The award winners for lite taker bey: are top row, left te right, Mike
Wells, Marc Darnell, Jimmy tomb and Glen Olive. Front row, Randy McCellen, Ramie Gibson and
Tommy Futrell.
(stet Photos b;144ihs Broaden)
Big GtnisPii Sidelines For
Tonight's NHL Playoff Games
By The Associated Press
The' National Hockey
League Stanley Cuvplayoffs
gel underway tonight with the
big .guns - Montreal;
Philadelphia and-Boston - on
the sidelines--and the -little
guns - Minnesota and
_ • surprises in the playoffs,"
The National Weather says Minnesota Coach Ted
Service said temperatures Harris -whose North Stars
will be in- the upper 30s with meet the Buffalo Sabres. "All
partly cloudy skies. Snow the teams start even, it's a
flurries were predicted for new, season for everyone."
Tuesday. With. division—winners
host the Toronto Maple Leafs.
All are best-of-three series.
Both the Hawks, who have
the .worst record among the
leagne"s 12 playoff clubs, and
the Korth Stars, who are only
One -point better, have high
hopes of sewing upsets.
Chicago - rarin' to go. -Thelalanders-Cettlffed
"I don't mind Playing Points over the regular
them," says Chicago Coach season, 43 more than the
Bill White of the New York Hawks. But White says that
Islanders, the Hawks' first- doesn't matter.
round . opropui -because...
they play a fairly tight
By The Associated Press defensive game. And if you
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cold can get any breaks and score a
weather._ ja forecast Toe few-- goals they're ,.not that
Wednesday's, major league explosive."
baseball opener between the -"Some clubs in the past
Cincinnati Reds and,,,..Sge , have been known to pull
Diego Padres.
The playoffs are different.
Forget about the _past," .he
"They're not going to
change their game in the
playoffs. And they'll be
.thinking about the last game
we played, the 2-2 tie. We
outplayed them for 57 minutes
until they got two goals to tie
at the end."
If the Islanders are
concerned about Chicago,
they aren't showing it.
"If we play our game," says
The Reds haverannounted Montreal, Philadelphia, goalie Chico Resch, "there is-
that U.S. ."Rip Willis -Beston -and St LOuls gett1rit-dri5rob1em. But we have' to
throkt first-reund--byei -1441110--play-our-gamer"--- —th a 15 11-41M-witt 0 
out the first pitch for the second season gets underway The North Stars wound up 40
traditional opener. Gradison tonight with four games. The points behind Buffalo and are
is- a former mayor of Cin-' Islanders lost Chicago, the hoping fo make up for a dif-
cinnati. Sabfes entertain the North ference in personnel with
Stars, the Los Angeles Kings youthful enthusiasm. Min-
welcome the Atlanta Flames nesota, which starts eight
and the Pittsburgh Penguins _rookies, has the least ex-
_
The 2:30 p.m., EST, game is
an annual gellout, drawing
approximately 52,000 fans:-
Here are a few
good'reasons
to call us wheel





3. George Harris Auto Parts
Sakm, Kentucky
4. Collins & Marshall IGA Store
Calvert City, Kentucky




7. Conalco 1pc.- Ashby Division'
Benton, Kentucky
8. Angels of Mercy Ambulance Service
Paducah, Kentucky
,
9. Bethel Baptist Church Recreation Bldg.
Gilbertsville, Ky.
10. Air Products & Chemicals Inc.
Calvert City, Kentucky
We figure the best "Way to show you what we-can do is
to show you what we've`dope. So above are-tome of the
- jobs we've completed using-Nuler building systems. We
, handled everything, from planning-4,o final construction.
If you find any of these reasons convincing-or if you'd
like to see more-please give us a call._
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
- Route 2, lox 523
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 Phone: 395-4198
peri need club in the playoffs.
Pittsburgh and Toronto both
finished one game above .500
but the Penguins got the
home ice advantage by viitue
more--victories.
"Home ice means a lot
because the guys always play
well here,"- sayS Pittsburgh
goalie Denis Herron. "If we
had to play in Toronto it would
be tough."
Atlanta went down to the
final day e losing, the-
home lee advantage to -Los
Angeles, a fart duly noted by
Flames' Coach Fred
Creighton.; "Ifomeice id-
vantage would certainly have
helped our • chances of
'advancing, to the second
'round," said Creighton, "but
if we play as well as we are
capable .of playing, we can
still make it difficult for some
people:"
Kings' Coach Bob.Pulford is
wary cif playing anyone in a
short series.
- - -• They're-deadly, those best--





Wraps Up Place With Indians
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Cleveland - Indians
acquired onetime American
League home run king Bill
Melton from the California
- Angels during the winter, but
Ff6body rça,.ly knew why.
Buddy Bell had a lock on
third base, Bong Powell and'
Andre Thornton were going to
platoon- at first and. Johnny
Grubb, an -expensive- trade
acquisition from the San
Diego Padres, was • g_ -
forces with-Rick Mann'
Charlie Spikes in the crane
That left a little datigri ted
'hitting perhaps for Melton.
Very little, it seemed, when
the Indians re-acquired Rico
Carty, whom they originally
lost in the expansiondreft
"I just couldn't see where
would fit in," Manager Frank
Robinson admitted. -"He
'Certainly proved me wrong." •
With a .300 batting average
that includes seven tanners
and 20 runs batted in, Melton-
not only made the club but was
selected the Indians' out-
standing player during the
exhibition campaign.
Melton, who led the AL with
33 homers for the Chicago
White Sox ,in 1971 but batted
only .208 with six homers for
the Angels last season,-said he
canie to camp "with a do-or-
die attitude."
"I thought I could help the
team and knew I would have
to prove-myself quickly,"-said
the 31-year-old veteran. "They
gave me the opportunity to
show what I could do. That's
all !minted." ,' • - -
Luckily for the Actians,
Melton was around- when
Grubb tore up a knee. That
-enabled Robinson to switch
_ Bell to left field with Melton
-Moving in at third basis.
Melton had a jingle in two
atbats Monday as the Indians
dropped an 8-7 decision to the
Chicago Cubs .14arry Biittner
singled home the•iiinnitig run
with his third hit of the game
• to cap a two-run nflith-inning
rally. Ivan DeJesus, who
__homeresl__ earlier. __ singled
during thevinninguprising:'
Philadelphia's Jerry Martin
made the Philhje again, just
as he did last year, but only as
a reserve outfielder. Martin'
belted a grand- slam 4pmer
Menday and $trsee Cornea
tuned up for opening day 'with
five scoreless innings in a 5-1
triumph over the Chicago
.--White Sox. -
The New York Mets bowed
oto the New york Yankees 4-3
despite Dave Kingman's
seventh, and eighth spring
,homers. • Chris Chambliss
- singled-home the winning run
in the sixth inning after the








W L Pct. GB
y-Phila 48 29 .623 -
Boston -41 36 .53/ 7
NY Knits 37 41 .474 11/2
'Buffalo 29 49 .372 191/2
NY Nets 21 57 .269 -271/2
Central Division
Houston 48 31 .608 -
Wash 45 33 .577 21/2
S Anton 43 36 .544 3
Clev'e 42 36 ,5311 51/2
N Orbits 34 44 .426 131/2





Detroi 42 36 .538 6 
Chicago. 41 37 .526 7
Kan City 40 38 .513 8
Indiana 34 46 .425 15
Milwkee 18 52 .350 21
Pacific Division
• y-LA. 51 27 .654
Portland 46 33 .582 .51/2
Goldn St -4336 .544 81/2
Aattle. . 3940 .494 1216
Phoenix "` 31 47 .307 20,
y-clinched divisiontitle
Monday's Games -
No gaines scheduled -
Tuesday's Games
Boston at New York Knicki
Washington, at Cleveland
Philadelphia at New Orleans
Buffalo at Chicago
Indiana vs. Kansas City at
Omaha
Los Angeles at Golden State
4 Atlanta at Phoenix
Detroit at Portland
New York Nets at Seattle
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Boston
New Orleans at Buffalo -
-Plnlade10#_/4 San Antonio
-Chicago-at Wnshin4on
N BA Referees Vote To
Strike Playoff Games
By ALEX SACHARE - _
AP Sports Writer
- NEW YORK (AP) - -The
dispute between the National
Basketball Association and its
referees is heating up as
playoff time approaches.
A group of 24 referees met
with their attorney, Wine
Phillips, in Chicago Monday
and' Voted_, unanimously to
strike the NBA playoffs; ivhieh
are slated to begin next week.
They also authorized, by a 24-0
vote, a strike call by the
group's executive committee
during 'the remaining week of
the regular season.
That brought a sharp
reaction from league officials.
Simon Gourdine, the NBA's
deputy. commissioner and
chief negotiator with the
referees, lashed out at the'
strike threat in a four-page
Pr-amble Hurlers
For Opening Day
By The Associated Press
11976 woe-Lost Records) -
Wednesday
National League
San Diego (Jones 22-14) at
Cincinnati (Fryman 13-13)
Only game seheduled.
American League , •
California (Tanana 19-10) at




St. Louis (Denny 11-9 or Fal-
cone 12-16) -at . Pittsburgh
(Reuss 14-9, or Rooker 15-8)
New York (Seaver 14-11) at
Chicago (Burris 15-13)
San T., Francisco (Montehisco




Chicaso (Brett 10-12 or Wood
4-3) at Toronto (Singer 13-19)
Kansas City (Splitterff .i14)
at Detroit (Roberts I647)
Texas Blyleven 13-16) at
Baltimore (Palmer 22-13)
Milwaukee (Stilton 14-15) at
New York (Hunter 17-15) -
Cleveland (Eckersley 13-121
at Bon (Jenkins 12-11)
California (Ryan 1748) at
Seattle (Rorno-Q-0), (n)
Only 'Games --St.luled
_ statement, issued Monday
-
"Such an action would be
unconscionabre, irresponsible
. and would violate the con-
tracts between officials and
the league," Gourdine said.
"If suet' action is taken, the
NBA will hold the officials
responsible for any damages
that may result."
Gourdine said that for the 31
years of its existence, the NBA
had negotiated individual
contracts with officials and
that these contracts provided
extra compensation for the-
playoffs. He said the 'NBA had
'not yet been notified that
Phillips' group had been
certified by the National
Labor Relations Board to
represent league officials in
collective bargaining, and
would not negotiate with the
group until such notification is
received.
Phillips was scheduled -to
Meet with NLRB officials in
Philadelphia today.
"We feel.that since the NBA,
has cdntinued unfair labor
piactices. we are entitled to
strike before the regular
season ends," said Phillips in
announcing Monday's, strike
vote, "We leave that question
Up to the' eXientive 'com-
mittee-, which can take up the
matter later this week."
The NBA has 26 referees,
but veterans Richie Powers
and Earl Strom do not con-
sider themselves part of the
association and were not
present at Monday's meeting.
"The NBA refuses to
negotiate at all," charged
said he didn't
want to negotiate in The
neivsPrOft, but besides in-
cresssatartos-- the referees"
were known to be seeking a
cost of living clause,
severance pay, insurance
benefits and arbitration itt the
event officials are dismissed.




that look like a million.
The Pittsburgh Pirates took
advantage of a 24-rnlie-an-t. ---
hour wind and got home runs*
from Frank Taveras, Ed
...Kirkpatrick, Duffy Dyer and '
Omar Moreno in winning a 12-
9 slugfest from the Kansas
City Royals.
Rick Mond4 singled twice,
tripled and drove in two runs
to lead the Los Angeles
Dodgers over the San Fran- - •
cisco Giants 4-2. .
The Boston Red Sox erupted
for six runs in the ninth inning,
the last -three on Dwight
Evans' homer, and triminecl
the Montreal Expos 8-2'. Is
another' power display, the
Houston Astros unloaded 20
hits and crushed the Texas
11‘..1pgers 16-6.
The Atlanta' Brbees hit four
homers off Baltimore's Rudy
May -
one each by Pat Fiockett and
Brian Asselstine and
downed the Orioles 9-5.
John Wockenfuss' two-run
homer in the bottom of the
ninth inning gave the Detroit
Tigers a 4-2 triumph over the
COcinnati Reds and Craig
Kiisick's two-run homer
snapped a ninth-inning tie and
helped the Minnesota Twins
beat the Milwaukee Brewers
Home runs by Wayne_GrosS
-his sixth of the spring-and
Manny Sanguillen and the six-
hit pitehing of Mile Torrez.
- Stan Bahnsen and Doug Bair
led-the Oakland A's past the
San Diego Padres 2-0 and
Dave McKay's RBI double off
Al Hrabosky in the' ninth in-
hing gaVe :the Tarcint. -Blue




—with soft velour seats
and two glowing metallic
colors. A Dasherwi,th its-own
handsome metallic glow and plush,
interior. Arid Scirocto—with sport
bucket seats and side stripes, if
you wont one youill have to
hurry. Limited editions like,
























Sports To Get Back In Full Swing
nsas . . Yes Virginia, there's stilkt-Starufing on
2.... the Firing Line column.
ice, ". _Routines, a general lack of local sports
runs Murray State baseball) and a few
•,eles other excuses, are the reasons the column
ran- has not appeiredfor a while. •
It suddenly struck me the other night why
I was noicinger getting obscene phone calls
, and getting cussed out over. something I'd
written: 1 haven't been writing anything
controverslia since the column on a new
sports arena for Murray State.
And by the way, did you notice (about two
days later) that Morehead has announced-
its plans for a new basketballfacility?-
. Meanwhile, there'll be a new theme-song
for basketbull games next year atlidurray_
Theliple finridred fans who do
-- manage to find a parking place on campus
- • will all arise and sing "Raindrop Keep
•---Talling -on iny Head."
Now _that's out of the way, let's move on to
&Ore important things: basketball
- recruiting. The nationalletter of Intent day

































Somehow, from a list that-probably• in-
clude 40 or more capable players along:
with seme blue chippett, Frecl-Oerton and
Jim C.alvin. will brainstorm and come up
with four or five 'to 'go along with quite a
returning nucleus for nest season. _
Als7don't be siihirised to see serveral.
--• - transfer i in 'from other colleges. -Those
._ transfers must sit out a season but if they do
they will provide some great con-
fer next winters
'A half dozen or more of the players
Murray is after hail from Kentucky while
the Racers are after about four players at
Pensacola Junior College, which_ sent to
  leadipgm_rer Mike Muff.
- - - - Loak ler the Racers torocruit quality,aat
quantity.
' - be having more - on basketball
-recruiting soon. •
- And though several people in the office
Tommy Futrell, Susie Imes
Get Honiors At Laker -Banquet
- By MIKE BRANDON. 
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Senior guard Tommy
Futrell and junior guard Susie
Imes reaped most of the
hardware Monday night at the
Calloway County Basicetball




Player, Most Assists, Most
Steals, Best Playermakef and
was. the co-Most Valuable
Player along with senior
center Mike Wells.
Other awards presented by
head coach Robert Slone were"--e--"I'-'-on--Thur4aaF.-ai4-bY--tbev-lne-'-tnaBest-lteboundio&Award to
weather is supposed to-be somewhat better, -Wells, the 110 per cent 'Award
- -track fans will be in for a treat. Calloway to junior forwird Mare
County will host a triangular WBriliatiatialt Darnell, the Best Field Goal
Ntid Crittenden County. The Meet will be percentage Award to Veils,
held at Murray High mid for those who have the Most .Improved Player
not seen Felioia Pinner run, you've missed Award to junior forward
something. • Jimmy Lamb, the Best
Friday is an even bigger day-for track as Defensive Player Award to
the -MSU Women's Invitational will be held junior guard Glen Olive, the
at Stewart Stadium. It will bean all day Best Free Throw Shooter
Award to junior guard Randy
McCallon and the Most 'In-
spirational Player Award to
senior guard Ronnie Gibson.
/mes won the Free Throw
Award, the Leadership Award
and the honors for being the
Most Valuable PS
Other awards presented by
head coach Marianne Davis
were the Most Improved
Player Award to sophomore
guard Mimi Winchester, the
Rebound Award to junior
center Felicia Pinner,._ the
-f3est Defensive -Player-AWard
to senior. forward Marilyn
McKenzie and the Hustler
Award to sophomore guard
Rose Ross.
The featured speaker for the
affair. Also Friday, Calloway will play a 7
p.m. game at Marshall County (Calvert City
field) while Murray High hosts Webster
County at 4 p.m.
The main attraction Saturday is Murray
State at Austin Peay for a doubleheader.
you want to see a gpod track meet, then -
Middle Tennessee,-Wbstern Kentucky and
Austin Peay will join Murray State for a - -
- quadrangular Saturday in Stewart Stadium..
The meet begins at 1 p.m. _Also Saturday, Calloway will host Webster
County to a twinbill with the firs' game
beginning at 1 p.m. Next Spriday
QU day but okildonday. a talentodAricanu.t__ _
_As* tea-* here -for a doubleheader,
against the Tireds at Reagan Field.
Grit your teeth and frown because the
columns will begin to appear more often
folks.
evening Was former pro starLee Elder Hoping. For More Success Bobby- Wai en- of Hardin.
Warren, who. graduated
In His Next Go-Around At Masters
By..\i'lle Associated Press
11 US'a, Gk. -(AP) - It's
the second -time wound for/pe ruler _ _
'vs ntigarh • Idg dont thfi.
time," said Elder, who's
looking for rnoregotf endless
-.hamsainent in his second
-..appearance in thi famed
Mainers iOurnament. "It's- a
lot more lOw-key."
4
swore they saw some snow falling this
morning, springs here, we hope.
The local high schools will try to play golf,
--track and baseball this week. Tennis at
Murray High will not begin until after spring
break is over. Spring break at both Murray
and Calloway begins at the end of this week. ,
For baseball fans, bring along the
firewood and blankets to Reagan Field
tomorrow where Murray will be playing
Austin Peay in a crucial OVC doubleheader.'
The first game will begin at 1 p.ni. Unless
it comes a minor flood, the games will be
Played-
time,' on and Off the course,
taking notes, taking pittures,- "
he said. "Then, when I missed
the cut, they never Used the
-articie
malt was tha-t-Tilt Tifre-05
qualify for the final two
rounds that bothered Elder.
"I guess a -lot of people
thought 1 was .playing for my
race," he said. "That's not it
•
stant attention from the.worldhis
press. He gave a series of Laker Nine 
won the Houston Open - 
second tour title - and again
qualified for the Masters. Hemass press conferences. His ' •
• every move_ was spotlighted, 
:c liained Out a* finished second in Pen.o 'sacola, t ird ..at,. .Pleasa t mmented upon, analyzed.
- "One magazine had . 4 Valley and fourth in tiewOf First Game °deans'reporters following me all the The victor in Houston was
Masters:I-PM a lot -of pressure
on mysVf.
"It was not Lee Elder's golf -
a,arati they the. last time„
Ttiat's  what bothered me.
"I swore I'd- win my way
back and show thc_worldnal
better player than that."
It didn't come easily. Or
quickly,
He went into a declineEmm,„.new 42, created an at all. I didn't think of it that inimedtately_ after Ina 19.75
twas playing for Lee and master/appeal-once He wonsestiattoti two /917;yeara- w-ffe-n-ne---wen hia -•tivife) Rose-Elder- With the only 920,609 for -the year, the
way into the '..ente. &id and Inedia_afterition, I was under a second lowest figure of his
became the first black to play lot of pressure - and it had career.  







Nomet hint! else I he y're
black . Solitks are
etmmleiely -tilled Some slo,
i hey -look m-rf ihey're. been -





t The Calloway . -County the key. It gave him a return
from South Marshall High
School and then went on to
Vanderbilt, -10Id the large
gathering-at-the banquet that
".YOU'..Only get out of life what
yku put into Al_ you reap what
you sow.:' '
Warren, who $ei5da inVcfr-
Exhibition Scores
half before school _ started.
"FriOn I was in the fifth grade, I
was playing organised
' basketball. ,"Then when I got to be a
freshman, somettThirilii-V-
happened to me. I Was 5-4
whvir 'started my freshman
year and along the, last qart of
tha$. year and the first part of
my sophomore year, I.grew to
5-7 and wore size 13's,"
Warren smiled.
-I thought about quitting
my sophomore year because
the-.'coach Was-really tough on
me. But my father told me one
of his time working with youth day there's no such thing as aand in Christian-related work,. quitter. If -you start quitting
said that hasktftball has led when you are yourtuyou'll behiro to a more abundant life a quitter All your life.
ad a closer relationship With "By the end of that year, I.
betan to.... play a little varsity
_ "Even after I go( into. pra .
basketball, there were a lot df His last two years at South
heartaches, turmoil, pitfalls Marshall High School were During the middle Of hisand-valleys," Warren- said. history. • second year at Memphis, heWarren said he began He earned a scholarship, to
playing basketball when he Vanderbilt where he enjoyed awas, two years old and his specessfW freshman seaion.
parents nailed a goal to- the But his sophomore year, he
wall in his *roam • went through what he'd went
"All of my success and through four years before.
honor, .1 owe to my parents," "r had grown two more
said Warren. • . inches and by that time was 6-
" I us gj to gej up at six in. the-LS. I spent more time on the
morning and go to school so I bench than I ever had before. his ultimate happiness: He Courier-Journal while Pinnertrzci play for .sin tiour-and a 'fitit-T-leirried--riiiireff-bithed his life over to Christ. -ival'irited- liy-W -Paper is •
'We can get all the ink aM--; being cineW-the ta-p7fayers in -
have all the money .in the-- the First Region.
world. But abilities -arid Coach Slone, whose club
coordination are free, they' are turned a previous 5-20 season
gifts. And when they are used Into a 16-15 campaign, said his
lbe-wrong way, 111Vill only team played as near to'
bring sadness," -Warren - maxim= Potential as 'anyded. • ' ." - • - - 'teem he'd ever coached----- ---
Following Warren's in- • before-
spirational talk,- each Laker
coach reviewed their season.
Freshman coach . Jim. Nix.
town of 350 to a place of 10 _receSniled his teem. orbich -
million and it took 45 minutes -wevit-7-6-onthe Moon: Four of
on the freeway just to drive to those losses a total of
practice. Man, that was a long
•
"Bill Sehlarman, the coach Clayton Hargrove introduced
at. that 'time, decided he was his team, which finished with
determined to have a 6-5 an outstanding 17-5 record.
guard so I turned into a guard Coach Davis presented the
and stayed with Ls Angeles members of her team with
for two years," Warren said. letters and of course; the
After the two years inJ.-A, he special awards. The Laker
was traded to Memphis.. girls were 12-11 on the year
and eight games were lost ht
three points or less.
Four of the Laker girls were
_honorable, mention,/ All-
Purchase. They included Rose
Ross, Marilyn McKenzie,
Felicia Pinner- and Susie
Imes.
Marilyn McKenzie and. --
Pinner received honorable
:mention', All-State from ale— ,
basketball thar Aar Allan -r
ever did befilie too. _The point
is that you can learn' from
your weaknesses."
When he graduated from
&tidy, he signed,
professional contract with the
Los Angeles Stars of the
American Basketball
Association. • •
"I was really unhappy that
year. Here I'd gone from ,a
way from Hardin, Ky.
signed a five-year contract.
That was on a Sunday af-
ternoon: The following day, he
was traded to the Carolina
Cougars. . •
From there, it was on tope
Utah Stars and he eventually
wound up with the San Antonio
Spurs. It was there be found
were by
Futrell was chosen to the
AII-Purchase Teeth- While
web was honorable mertitoc,...._
The varsity And junior
varsity cheerleaders were










AWARD WINNERS - The award winners for the takercrls are from tot bright, Rose Itt!I7' -Marilyn Mckenzie, Mimi Winchester, Felicia Pinner and Susie tines.By The Associated Press ' 
Monday's Results
Pittsburgh SS IN) 1Qn-s-ai
City (A) 9
Boston (A) 3, Montreal (Iti) 2
Toronto (A) 2, SLIAtuis (N ) 1
Philadelphia' (lit- -5v- Chicago -
(A) 1
Oakland IA )31: %nue& I/LC__
0
Minnesota/ ( 1, Milwaukee
(A) 4
Chicago (N)- Cleveland 4A1
7
Haiiston (N) 16, Texas (A) 6
Atlanta (N) 9, Baltimore. (Ai
5'
New York (Ar4, New York
(N) 3
Detroit (A) 4, Cincinnati (K )2
Los Angeles (N) 4, San Fran-- cisco(N) 2
Teesday's Games
Leiters were rained out of ticket to. Augusta k.. miner Ites4PI4 All-Stars vs
their opening baseball game
Monday. „i. • •
- The Laken Were scheduled
to host Wingo.
All Laker home games will
be' played at the old 'Colt
League field at the city park.
The home games will all begin
at 4:15 p. in. • -
Here is the remaining
schedule for. the Lakers:
April 5 Marshall Co.
April 7 at Whigo
April 8 at Marshall Co. 7 p.m.
April 9 Webster Co:(DH) 1
p.m.
April 19 at Fancy Farm
April 20 Lytin
April 21 at Lowes
April n Muttity /11gh'
April 75. Trig Co. .
April .26. Farmington
April 29 at Farmington •
May 2 at Mayfield •
May 3 at Trigg CO.
May 4 at Murray High
May 5 at Lyon Co.
May.6 SrlfairY--'




- -"I think -moat of the peqple.
'around me were more nervous
than I Was," he said,-"and that
kind of gets to you, doesn't let
you leave thegaintat the golf
course. There were----parties
every night that we had to go
to.
"This year, we've just got a
few close friends with us. It's,
going to be a lot More quiet, -
not so many parties, not so
many distractions, net so






*Heat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
fliodorn Shoot Metal Shop






missed the Masters cut 'in Pittsburgh (N) vs. Montreal
_IN) at Daytona Beach, Fla. -
Chicago (A) vs. Kansas (_
•(A) at Fort Myers, Fla.
Detroit (A) vs. Cincinnati IN
at Tampa, Fla.
New York (N) vs. New York
(A) at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Boston (A) vs. St. Louis ( N
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Texas (A) vs. Houston t Ni at
San Antonio -
Phoenix vs. •San Francisco
(N ) at Phoenix, Ariz.
Los Angeles (N) vs. Chicago
(N) at Scottsdale, Ariz.
Minnesota (A) vs. Milwaukee
_ (A) at Sun City, Ariz. _
Baltimore (A) vs. Atlanta
_(N) at Charlotte;N.C.,
. Texas (A) vs. -MN-tinny- //-
Texas at Austin, Tex.,
itti44
FEATURED SPEAKER - Former professional basketball star
Bobby Warren was the featured speaker Monday night as the
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--Slim and trim, fits pocket or fnitse
• Easy drop-in loading
• Accepts new fhpfLash
_aakes normal snapshots or slides, or flick a lever to telephoto and the subject appears closer
Re. $42.50 VALUE c..-__
KOOAK TRIMUTT •
VIKTAMATIC"-- —a-CAMERA-
*Slim it'd trim, fits poCiet or purse
•Easy drop-in loading
• Accepts new flipflash






Mint and trim: Fits pocket or purse. Easy drop-in
-4eading.--A h. Budget-priced model for sim-
ple cture-tnking. No settgngs! For flash,
just snap on a flipilask and take 4 flash shots, then flip it
over and take, 4 more.. Stick-on monograms and
































• tots' with inise.eaaditieiller or
dry in minutes.
20 tangle•free interchangeable
roners... 6 jumbo, 10 medium
soutit-nstfers___
, • Heat comfort control regulates
roller hest. .
= • 6 or. bottle of Hair Conditioner.
• 4 separate light settings—
Day-Home-Evening-Office






































































CHESS TOURNAMENT" WINNERS-Winners in the Murray Middle School Chess
Tournament are, from left, Tung Dinh, grand champion; Russell Garland, first place, six-
th grad Charles Cella, first place, fifth grade; and Tuan Dinh, first place, eighth grade.






4 Billion Per Year Spent On
Funerals* Is It Worth The Price-
Editor's Note - This is the





estimated $4 billion a year on
funerlIa_ __and hu r i Ai
arrangements, and a growing
number, of people are asking
whether the buyers are get-
ting _their money's worth.
"There are few, if- any,
purchases where the ultimate
consumer is so disadvantaged
or where his or her normal
bargaining power is so diluted
in a situation of such im-
mediate need.". said the




after a study of funeral and
rFeTgCulahastionspr 
people, meanwhile, are
A - growing' .nuMber ' of
On a nationwide basis, the
oP"desie:neda serieto give - 
searching for less-expensive
people- more :information 
, funerals - and lincling them..
The - federal Consumer
_about funerals and to protect - 
,
consumers against un- 
tinformation .Cente? laid that,
in jail over six months it
- Many ftineral directors have 
.
-rhe, . Priee of Death,"_
itruliulous operators: received -20,000 requests for.,
said the regulations are qn- ' published by the Seattle office
necessary. They say only a of the FTC, despite the fact'
few of the nation's. .4am that the booklet costs $1.05 and_
funeral director's • are un- - is one of the most expensive
scrupulous. "The FTC is tielhs distributed by the
in a tiny fraction of cases," 
- -
Directors ..- Association,
trying to-tmear an-entire center.
inclestrylar things that occur The Nebonal Funeral
said _Robert D. Williams; representing . about, .14,000
.. preiident of International funeral directors, said the
• Funeral services, inc.. of Des _ averageffineraFin _1974 cost
4-420,7-.--11sat-dties-net-ineltitte--
EMBALMING
Replacing the blood with
embalming fluid preserves
the body -for several days. It
has no longterm effect. The
FTC, notes that embalming
requirements vary from state
to state. Many states require
embalming coidy-if the petson
has died ,of a communicable
&seise, if the body is to be
transported over state linefi or
if there is a delay of more than.
24 hours between- death and
burial.
The basic purpose of
embalming is to make the
corpse presentable for
viewing. If there is no viewing,




cemeteries in the United
States,- according to the
Seattle Office of the FTC. More
than " one-titled df the
cemeteries are privately
owned and operated; the rest
are run by; municipalities or
nonprofit groups and may be
cheaper. There also are 103
national cemeteries, about
half of which have openings
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flowers or a-Five marker
.which Can add another $1100 or
so. About half, the funeral
homes conducted less than INS
• funerals a year, the
association _ said, and the
average funeral director
made $18,700.
Where does the money go?.
How can you cut costs?
The Seattle office of the FTC
says consumers making death
arrangments are faced' with •
three major 
purchases the.
the' MSU -Newsfuneral, the burial space'and
the grave marker. "All of - _ _ .
these purchases - can be •Awirded •prearranged," .the -agency _ -
says, so that consumers are
not faced with the task of High
shdpping when they are
emotionally upset. _ _
The Murray State News, theThe FTC office says that
campus newspaper atpeople who -• do make
arrangements in advance State University, has been-
- t talk about awarded the highest ranking
Rank
plans with their 'families and inPrithe Columbia 
Scholasticss Assoton competitionitritien instructistita --IOU
the next of kin. Make _safe the ` 
c
'" "" 7
- TRE   "lecti". f°r- mr`la"stv
Recipients of the honor,-instructions are readily
a_wtft is -known. as the
Medalist Award;are selected •safe-deposit. box whose cOn- M
from publications Which earn -tehts may not be disclosed
First Flace ratings in theuntil after burial. • '
competition, with no moreHere are some guidelines
than 10 per cent of the Firstabout. what to look for when
Place . ratings - chosen _for:planning- Mr -a funeral and •
Medalist Awards.
Airiffdi are based according
Funeral certmonies are not . rules, Ofl "th°31 In--imialvittewvailecu. ta qualities which
Yeedifie juttgFeStates, b4 they have become
a custom of most families. The which clink/ be
National Funeral Directors as the 'personality' of the
" -Association says that a entry.
The Murray. State News, afuneral "provides sociar
-support because grief shared - weekly. publication, ac,
most times is grief diminished cumulated 944 of a possible
It involves a rite or 1,000 points in winning its first,,,edulist Award sine* 19.68.
ceremony permit people-to
Points scored included 240 ofsay giSodby as the door of life
2DU possible for content-on earth is Cloied for the
average7950 of 400 possible fordeceased..."
Funeral ceremonies can be  
writing-editing, and 346 of 350
held in a funeral, parlor, a possible for design-display..Editors-in-chief during theplacegief worship or a private period for which the Medalist- home. The ceremony may be
conducted by the funeral Award was presented are
•director, a clergyman or a Babette Morgan of Advance,
friend of the- deceased. Mo., currently a co-editor, and
Churches make rid Charge for Jayne Clark . of Marion, for-
the
-
ereditor. Tom " Farthing,use of their facilities for formerly.....ou_sturgis,. is the




-- °•• - Murray State's-student
-ai/ging-AP-44 . newspaper aLso received. anabout 7475. The difference .
All-Columbian " Award f6r
-
' between a funeral ceremony
graphics. -.A11-COlumbianand a memorial service is that
Awards are Presented to"-the former takes place before „ 
publications which -show- burial, with the body present,'
. . 'exceptional merit in' selected-while the latter is conducted
items which , comprise thewithout the presence of the
overall production," such as
I. Legal Notice
for additional burial of eligible
veterans and some .faingy-
member's. •
-- As With coffins, charges run
from $100 into the thousands.
Cemeteries usually 'charge -
$150 to $250- for opening and
clbsing the grave.
- Some cemeteries have what
is known as an endowment
care fund. 'Part of the pir,
chase price of the cemetery
property is put into a trust -
fund whose awnings are used
to maintain the grave. Other
cemeteries . require pur-
chasers to pity a-separate fee
for upkeep. . "
Most cemeteries require the
purchase of a grave liver into
which -the - reeket• is placed
The _soupiest liner is a co-ii:--
crete- rontainei Vaulty are
more elaborate. and are -
supposed to be airtight Or
watertight. They will not
prevent-The deterieration-4-:-
the body.
Underground burial is the
most common method of
disposing Of *a body in-' a
cemetery7 but- there are
alternatives, including
housing in a, 'mausoleum,
which usually will add several -





where-hurial will take place or
from an independent dealer.
The first thing to decide is the
type of material. The most
common ones are bronze and
granite. The granite is the
cheapest. -
The mprker , can be
elaborate and placed upright
at the grave site or it can be
simple and flush to the
ground. Cerneteries may have
requirements is to-materials
-and size: Check the
before
The inscription also affects
the price. A standard, granite
marker, .laid flat on the
.ground, about 12 by 24 inches,
usually inicludes a two-line
inscription,. including the
persen'Sliame and the birth




families can get a
or grave marker- 'from
-Veterans' Administration...it_ :
no charge. The benefit in-
eludes the marker, the in-
scription ans1 transportation to
-the-cemetery. -It does .not .




To Be Here Thursday _
Max Miller, a - veterans .
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources, .
Kentucky Center for Veterans '
-Affairs, , will be present
Thursday. April 7, at the ,
American Legion Home,----
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Ntorrae,taassist tzeD.rarts anti 
their dependents with. claims
7 for benefits due .thetn-_ as a
-result of their military ser-
vice. .
. • -MilletwAlbe..aL _the' am.ion
-irorne from 9-:60 am. to 3:00
•
'deceased.
PRICING headlines, news -stories, ad- .
.There are several pricing 
vertising, photography, and
methods used 13,5„..4tmoraL several other categories.
The-Cot ittnhja __Ssholastichomes: 'single-unit, bi,unit and
, 
Press Association i:s affiliated,
pricing_means-the-cusiomer is wit
-lithe Columbia University
given one figure which in- (Li. ai sdi nu t e School of Jour-
cludet everything. Bi-anit '""
pricing- "means .the funeral
home divides its bill-into two
sectiun,s,_one_for services and
- one for the casket, usually-lhe
biggest item in the package,
Funeral horn„es which itemize
provide a list of the' major
compon,ents Of the funeral and .
the cost for each one. The FTC
has p,roposed requiring
funeral homes to itemize their
bills. Meanwhile. you tan ask
fOr a ...detailed list if it is nOt
-offered. . .
Some funeral homes provide
services on a "cash aevance"
basis, paying third parties •
-wadi, Ilerists -directly and -
billing customers later. Find
..out if there is a service charge
for cash advance items.
THE CASKET, .• .
The price of a funeral is
usually* _.deternoined by the
priceof-The-eoffiwand.ean-ran-------
from $100 to several thasand
-dollars, depending' on the
material usedand the type of
'lining: - Seater' motets- -are
useally mere expensive, They
are designed to be airtight or
watertight. bat they do not.-
prevent decompesition of the
remains.
Fitcoeraging Fact
mice' IN one ,it lilt most
,o the [moor dtse,e.e,
11 if  IS_LICICCied.1 Irk jilt" 110,0 
, ed T. bind "lit 1104,
tu--satcguard ag.nitst ,




Notice Of Public Hearing
Relating To
Water Rote. Increase . _
The. - Murray No. 3 Water District -Of -Calloway-
. County; Kentucky, hereby gives public notice-that
there will be a hearing before the Public' Service
Commission in the Commission's offices in Frank-
fort, Kentucky, on the 26th day of April 1977 at 3:00
p.m. EDT, at wiiTCh the Water Districrwill request
, permission to raise its rates as follows:
Per Month Front Existing Rates To Proposed Rates'Iva 1 500 gals $4 50 intiantrum, * 75 , mu-Inman ,Next 3,500 gais. 2.5tpxr 1.000gals. .3.71per 1.00111014.Next 5,000 gals 1.00-per 1,000 gals. rA-per 1,000-galsNext 10,000 gals .05 per 1.000 gals. 1 25 per 1,000 galsVett 30.000 gals 20 per t,C00 gallons 1.050r 1,000 gah_seat 50.000 gals %per LOOK:As 0,89..ptr I Iff&gais41414tett0100gilx Oyer LON oh CIO pertlatgartg
-
Any person feeling himself aggrieved by said
proposed water rate increase is afforded the legal -
--right-le-appear at the public hearing and _enter a
protest before the Public Service Commission of
iferitticky
















CIVIL NO. C 70-0101-P •
A UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA PLAINTIFF -
vs. ORDER FOR SER-
-VICE PUBLICATION
ROBERT G. SMITH, Et
Al. DEFENDANTS
On motion of plaintiff,
L'islied States of Ame.rica,
fwa arrorder requiring the
appearance of defen-
dants, Robert G. Smith
. and Patricia A. Smith,
and it appearing that 
This, is.an action-to enforcei a






DISTRICT COURT In accordance with
ESTERN DISTRICT Kentucky Statutes,
- KEN"I'l'CKY* Sections 25.195 and.
AT PADUCAH 25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report af
final settlement of ac-
counts was on March 28,
1977 filed by John
Neubauer, Ad-
ministrator of Estate of
Joseph J. Wuchitech;
Deo'd. and that -the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court-and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
11
so on:Pebefere April 25.
4" -111"rt- real- Prc7Pc' 1r 1977 or be forever• • ,...c.u.kteti within__ this. -a. . - •- -
districi and described as
A tract ef land lying and
being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, in Sections 8
and 9; Township 2, Range
'S East and being more
- _particularly described as
beginning at a point in the
north right of way of the
„Md..- Murray-Mayfield
Road, said point being the
„southeast corner of the
-- • Carroll property;
thence in a northerly
direction and along the
Billy Carroll property for
-attistance.of 330-fect td-a
stake; 4herice in an
easterly direction- and
parallel with the old
Murray-Mayfield --Road
for a distance of 113 feet
to -a stake 'in the Clitivis
Bazzell property; thence
in - a southeasterly
direction and along the
ClOvis Bazzell property
line for a distance of
approximately 350 feet to
a point in-the north right
of way of the old Murray-
Mayfield Road; thence in
a westerly direction and
along the north right -of
way of the old Murray-
Mayfield Road for a
distance. . of - _ e13-
proximately 147 feet to
the point of beginning and
containing one (1) acre,
-1717rr'e or lest.
Robert G. Smith • and
Patricia A. Smith ob-
tained title to the above
deberiTed property by
• •-.- deed -from. Dolpha
Christenbury, Sr., et ux,
dated the 16th day of
October, 1973, and- of
record on Microfilm in
Book 153, Cabinet I,
Drawer 5, Card 83, in the
office of the. Clerk of the
Calloway County.„Csiiirt.
It FURTHER AP-
PEARING to the Court
that the said defendants
have .noi been found
within the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky,
and have not voluntarily
appeared herein, and that
personal service within
.  state . upon. said
-defendants is, not prac-
ticable because defen-
d a ni.s ' present
whereabouts are
uokflown,
. It is HEREBY OR-
DERED that this order be
published once a week for
six COnsecutive weeks in
at least one newspaper
regularly issued and of
_ general circulation in _
Calloway County, Ken:
lucky.
It is FURTHER OR-
'DERED that said
defendants shall appear
in this cause and plead to
tbe complaint within ten
days after the last date of
publication of this Order,
and in default thereof, the•
Clurt will proceed to hear
and adjudicate this cause
in the same manner us if
:he absent defendants had
been served with process
:within the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky..
Dated this 5th day of
NOV einber , 1976.
-- Charles M. Allen,
-Judge,. United States
District Court
_ Witness my hand this 28
















submitted by 12 noon










requested to check the





ANY EAROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO. PLEASE CHECe
YOUR AD CAREFULL,
AND NOTIFY US PROM

















I, L.W. (DUB) LYONS














Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior. Vtlreirt 753-0929'
7534110










WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners.. Call
. 753-9104 days, 753-1551r
nights.
. COLOR PORTRAITS,
. bring us yours for extra
-copies: Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x.10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking











GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? -.May I
have the honor of in
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Cell 753-






























Owned and operated by






trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March 78, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center; College Farm







5 lost And Found
LOST WHITE female Rat
Terrier. Looks- 11.11?
Chihuahua. In vicinity of
North 18th. Call 753-5672
6 Help Wanted
WANZED SOMEONE to











Cali you hire, train,
and retain a sales
force? Can-you sell a
Supplement to Work-
men's Comp.? Fran-















P 0. $ox 906.
Owensboro, KY 42301
Phone (502) 685-3151







envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
6 Help Wanted IS Articles For Sale
WANT SOMEONE to help BLACK & DECKER skill
.4. care for invalid. Either saw. 7,,a in_ 1 h. p. 220.00.couple or '2 women. Full Call '753-6328 after 3:00 p.time. Call 753-4833. m. •
HELP WANTED day
or evening part time
phone sales work. Light
office or delivery. Must









ditions, and benefits. If
interested send -resume




SALES - The Best
Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you in-
terested? If so, and




we'll train you in our
business and pay a
draw during training.
This is not a (Fly-By-























person, k and B Con-
tractors, Box 126,
Sedalia, Ky. Located in
rear of Datsun fork lift
building.
EXPERIENCED
SURVEY lady to work
from own home. If in-
terested write Pyramid
Insurance Company, 203























4 p.m. - 8 p.m. • - -
A HOME party planCo. is
expanding. We need you
to show Lisa Jewelry.
No 1..gje ,tmelit ..
Generous commission '
pllitbonus. (4ifiT3Thingly. -
• for advacement. Call




or female. ..Apply in




person, to. sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to -
make good money as a
sales person. If in-
















metal detectors fqr the
professional relk and -
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and -




sizes, all densities. Cut-
to your specs. West Ky.
















almost new. Call 436-
5366.
OAK LIBRARY table, set,.
' of full size box springs
and mattress. Matching
love seat and chair. Oak
chifferobiand small oak
square table.' Call 753-
'4955.
WANTED: B-tis Auto
Salvage. Junked and -
' wrecked cats needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. 'Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: small two-
wheel garden tractor
with plow and disc.
Phone 753-1872.
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'126', in good con-




Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite






Grove Egg Co., 435-4.197.
-LAWN BOY 21" solid
__ state, 1977 model.- Used
twice. Asking, $175. Call
436-2121.
AIR CONOITIONER
16,500 BTU in very good
condition. Only $125..
'No. 7 DUI Trailer Ct.
TRACTOR TYPE riding
lawn mower, Craftrnan.
75 model Kawasaki 100
dirt bike. Call 753-0410.
BABY CARRIAGE, baby





lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also















345-2633 for Farni Fan
Dryers. - Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and












$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES




FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply -Co., 1-444-6865,
Paclucak-Kr--:-
1967 MF 300 combine, •




Tractor hen wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good
tires. Runs good. Looks
like new. $1200. Call 436-
2448 after 4 p. m.
20 Sports Equipment
071 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
1974 9.8 Mercury outboard
motor. Excellent con-
dition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7427 after 5 p.m
33' HOUSEBOAT, $5700.
Call 753-8056.
1967 MUD 'BUGGY, 50 h.
p. motor. $400. Call 753-
9407 after 4 p. m.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,





boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt treiler, -
trolling motor 36" shaft,
- Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 7.53-8351,
1/2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically Aew.-
-Heavy duty trolling
mptor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
20 Sports Equipment
BARGAIN, 12 ft. fishing
boat with 91/2 h. p. motor
and trades:. Make offer.
• Cat! 753-3949.
20 FT. STOTON boat
trailer. Tandem axles.
4,000 lb. rated.













AM-FM stereo radio, 8
track tape, phono
hookup, mad lights. Also
portable 1974 Brother
electric pica typewriter.








brakes -and air con-
dition. Two bag mortor
mixer with 2 h. p.
electric motor. 20" THREE- BEDROOM
Masonry table saw with HOUSE, 2 baths, on
5 h. p. electriC motold= Highway 641 North.,1/2
1969 International
Forklift with 3000 lb. lift.
Gasoline motor tamp.
1,000 gallon underground
type fuel tank. Call 247-
.4,1948.
27 Mob,le Home Sales
1924 24 54 Mobile Rome.
Located in Riviera
Courts, Call 762-2896 or
753-6776 after 5:30 p. m..
NEW LOCATION for
Paris Mobile Homes is
Highway 641-69 1/2 mile
south of.. Paris. Large
. display of sectional
homes - good stables.
Excellent selection of
used. 12 wicks. Paris
Mobile Homes. 901-642-
6420,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
• mobile-beanie spaces- for -
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call ?if53-3280.
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
MKT-STUDENT wants to
rent house with small
acreage for horkem Call
767-4833.
32 Apartments For Rent
MY -LOSS is your gain.
Double oven, gas stave.
cost 4600 asking $250.
Lot of old seasoned
wood, make offer. Call
753-5206.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made. any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 Smith 3rd, Paducah,
'Phone 1-443-7323.
21" RCA color T.V. $125.
Call 753-3922. -
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
small monthly payment
on 25" color I'V. J and
B Music, Murray, 753-
7575.
OVERSTOCK Reduction
sale. Drive to Cuba and
sae. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
_1972 12 x 10 mobile home,
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, gas
heat. $3700 or take over
payments. Call 247-9497.
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.
1974 12 x 65 unfurnished 2
bedroom hOusi trailer.
Has air conditioner, 200
amp service pole, un-
derpinning-and small -
porch. Good condition.
Moving, must 'sell. Call
489-2792.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile home,
eleCtric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
!workshop. New 4"-deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
*Acres. All within 2 years
" old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
REDUCED 197.3 Hom-
mett 52 x 24, central air
and gas heat, stove and
refrigerator. Un-





Elm. Shown by ap-
pointment only, 436-2610
or 753-5397.
34 Houses For Rent
mile from city limits.
References required.
. Call 75302347.
FOR LEASE • 2- - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with .double
garage, nicely








stove and -Oven, concrete
steps, tie downs and
underpinned and
.several other items. Call
753-0664.
, .) • •‘.
Sl• •
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
-retail -store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. -ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,




PIES. Six weeks old.








ARC IRISH Setter pup-
pies for. sale. Three




Call 753-5702 after 5 p.
39 Poultry Supplies
-PEAFOWL FOR sale
$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Public Sales
GARAGE .SALE • -bop.
girls, men and womens
-clothing, electric organ,
record player, snare
• drum, guitar, and
miscellaneous. Four
miles from Murray, Old
Salem Road, 4th house
on left. April 8 and 9, 8
BIG GARAGE SALE -
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. -
8 p.m. 1,4 mile West of
Lynn Grove on Highway
94. 300 pair new womens
and childrens shoes,
$1.00-$2.00 a.5 pair, 150
lallon inside Latex
_ paint, new $1.00 half
gallorin ton 1962 Chevy

















TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alin° on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from gy. lake.. -
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.'
_Many fine building sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,









Fireplace in den. Large
shady lot. Near MSU.
Priced in mid 20's. John
C. Neubauer Realtori•
505 Main, Murray, -753-
0101 or call Linda Drake,
753-0192.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7534461
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white trick 3
bedroom ranch home on






basketball court. A nice





SELECT FROM TWO (2)
large, sensibly priced,
attractively wooded
lots, facing on US-641, 5




seclusion are yours if




lot near Kentucky Lake.
Price has just been
reduced $5000 to 4147900.
Phone Kopperwd Realty,
753-1222 for friendly,
courteous real estate- -service.
_THREE _HEn.Ranne___..
BRICK holbe in Sher-
wood Forest has 2 lovely
baths, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family room with
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet in all rooms,
built-in kitchen with one
wall bricked, central
heat and air, attached
garage, large utility
room which could be
used as study. Priced in
the 30's. Phone Kok_
perat Realty, 753-1222
for more information on
this rine home. •
HIGHWAY 641 one mile
north of Alm(' Heights -
Two bedroOfn.,, 1 bath
house on shaded Ibt. Two
storage buildings on 11/2,
acres of land. Good
frontage. Under $18,000.
-Call or come by 105 N.
12th., Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080. -
PRICE REDUCED! -4
bedrocrins, 2 baths, •
comfortable Ikving
room, kitchen and utility
room. Completely
carpeted,' electric heat,
located on 2 wooded








Pastime sales clerk an.cashier.5tarting salary
of $2.30 per hour, good working conditions. Send
Resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray, Ky.
































































































failed to get listing in
Directory. The number
is 753-5842. •
45 Farms For Sale
10 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
South -on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock
balm, hog parlor. All






Two °pee West of













large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street $325011. Call 753-
0616.
'NE* BRICK home
beautiful wooded kit oil
Highway 641 21/2 miles
North of 'Hardin. Two
_ car 'garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
- pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
bath, white brick on
Oaks Country Club Golf
course. In the f$0's. Call -
753-9931.
4216,..
46 Homes For Sale
THREE' BEDROOM
brick, fully carpeted,
• double garage, her:dial
gas heat, and air; 2





location. pee to ap,
preciate. Call 753-8062.
TWO BEDROOM house in
Alm°. Paneled
throughout and carpet in,
living room. Will sell pr




Price. 3 Bedroom Brick
approximately 2000 sq.







YOU'RE GOING TO GET WHAT'S 'COMING TO YOU!
tt
Welcome to Perkins!
We sincerely hope that your
O.. selection from the all time
favorite breakfasts below









$1.00 , Tax Incl










































'SERVED UNTIL 10 A.M. - MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
4















49 Use Ca,s &
1971 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop
with air condition. Low
mileage. ,Call 753-9407
after 4 p. m. _
1973 DODGE POWER
wagon. 14 ton, 4 speed.-
1975 Jeep, Renegade








body. work needel on
hood.. $1200. Call 436-
1165-  NM' 
ITT COOL() DE OWE OF OUR
BEST SELLERS."
47 Motorcycles
1915 HONDA 750. one
'owner. 3300 miles,
Windjammer. Contour
seat, back rest and
luggage rack. Front and
rear .crash., bar- and
other extrar...all 53-
5267 before 6 p. 753-.,
,.8721 after 6 p. mt
HONDA eB 500, new
condition 1300 .actual
miles. Movinginii.st sell.
Call 753-0495 after 4p.m.
call 753-5267.
754 HONDA, 1971; ex-
cellent condition. Call
489-2658 6:30 - 7:30 a.m.




firm. Call 753;3164 or
after. 6 p.m. 474-2317.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Molircycle trailer. 1975




43.UI2d Lais & Trucks
1976 VW, silver with
12,000 miles. Eight track
tape and. CB. $3300. Call
753-7522.
49 Used Cars & Tru..ks
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition New tires.
.41,209 or best .offer.
three rail itiotorcycle'
trailer, with 12" wheels.'
$140. Ca111-354-8061 after
3 p. m.
1967 CADILLAC.- all -
power, extra clean.
Good tires, runs perfect.




753-5702 after 5 p. m.
. .
1973 PLYMOUTH
Satellite. 400. 4 barrel,
new white letter tires, -
black on black, ceiling
chealiT aTF75357l6 or
753-3134.




V-8, $2400. Call 753-7645
after 5 p.


















dition $1,800. Call 753-
7230 or 753-4934.
 1974 DODGE Charger.
Excellent condition. All
power. Cruise control.
$2300. Call 753-7947 or
-:'733-8182.











We will be hiring for day
shift as well as night shift.
1972 CAPRI,,4 door, vinyl
roof, full power. Call 753-
0912 between 11 a.m. -
p.m.
1976 WHITE Trans:Arn,
blue interior, air, tape,
tilt wheel, 13,000 actual
miles. $540. Call 753-
5373.
FOR SALE
1976 Ford Van,- long
wheel, base, low
miliage, all custom
work done by Travel
C0111-$8100.00.
A real buy. Call 753-









brakes. Air condition. V-
8. Call mornings. 753-
9298
1967 CHEVROLET











$2500. Call 753-5447 after
5 p.m.
1969 FORD GALAXIE,
, extra clean, no rust $725.
1963 GMC ton truck 2
piece sides, good con-
dition. $800. Phone 753-
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 milts
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
'Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean use& campers.
Open 7 days per-week.
Call 753-0605.,
Si Serr ce Offeeo
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked and graded. Free
_estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
alter 4 p. m.
















after 5 p. m.
BLACKTOPPING, seal
coating and repairs.








NEED TREES rnt, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
INSULATION BLOWN in-,by- Sears 
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
' estimates.
FENCE SALES AT.
- SEARS now. Call Dote?,
Taylor at 753-2310 for











972 tiODd Eq.( -DART
-""Swinger, cylirtiles
automatic, good con-
dition. $1250. Call' 489-
2156 or 767-4745 after 5
p.m.
Physician Consultant For
Elderly Home Services Program:
MINTIMIRN Qualifications:
M.D. Degree from an accredited medical school
with working.experience in family, general or in-
ternal medicine practice: SALARY: Corn-
mensurate with education, qualifications, and
experience.
Parsing Coordinator For
Eldstrly Nome Services Program:
Minimum Qualifications:
R.N. Degree from ah accredited school of nur-
sing, with experience in general. family and-or
internal medicine practice. Salary: $11,003 -
$12,000, negotiable, : .
Send ResizinglO:




Resumes will be accepted until April 8, 1977..
"An fowl Wmortmeity fiWperfar"
A 
1972 FORD 1 ton with van
bed. $2,800. 1966
Chevgolet, P-2 ton, Coca
Cola bed, 6 - cylinder,_
6800. '1959 Willis jeep .
pickup with dump _ bed,'
$400. Call 489-2110.
1968' CAMARO needs
wOrk. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7 p m
50. Campers
1976 SCOTTY is sleeps 6,
fully sell-contained, air,
sway control, spare tire,
TV antenna, awning,
other extras. Used one
time. Call 753-2271.
--
1969 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Call 753-3798.
le' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
15' CAMPER - Sleeps
four,. contact Gunner








radio, sleeps 5, extra





WILL BABYSff in ray
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too =intl.
Call Jimmy and L. W.














Group outing? Trip out













ficieet service. NO -job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0603,
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete


















work needs call John
Lane. Phone 733-0669 or.
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, beating and







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime









Then call 753-6614. -
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -





FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Remoyal, 435-4341 or
753-9490.-








_ dgy,work completely _
guaranteed. Call or,
write Morgan Con
stcuction Ca., Route 27'
...Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001: Phone day or
night 442-7026.
NORMAN KEM-






- ELECTRICAL WTHING- -




- Ile otter '1,11-yeertelr media
asset carobs'
EASILY-
311 01•02 rtottat;11 dower
house dots el Me work
EFFECTIVILy--.-
clegns 'mars and v1Cuu
oot *soy 000m VI and




0110001 ot Me Cost
rf011 'SWF or to
S23 00 FIR 000611
II•fa W4'111,012.00 •
- 1140-Air Donor Store '
Biek care. 713 *43
- • . • • -• '•
KIRBY Carpet rare.
• Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft and--we
will -clean the: hallway
free, x 10,A 10' it





. TWO MALE 
PUPPIES, and 1 female -ruppy.
-.and-exterior,.by the tirair T. Seven -weeka 014t Part
or job. For free estimate, Beagle. Call 753-5016







Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
4
NOM 0,11011041 tad operated 0,0f 20 years Do not sign ono contract
until 06 is filishol
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914








Lovely 3*bedroom home just west of Murray 011
tree shaded 2 acre lot. Extremely well-




Ph. 753-1222 ' 711 Main












S425.0040, %wit& needy to *so Also preart. yew Wad, us
41.1. als 5300.00. $ iS., te 24 r PO stendlonl, bit will vete,
wry size movI•41. boy Ow lost for lass
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2 I Reuel B. Hurt Dies
Here Monday With
Rites Wednesday'
Reuel B. Hurt of 401 North
Tenth -Street, Murray, died
- Monday_at 12:15 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 85 years of
age. .
The deceased was a veteran
of WorltWar I and a member
of the'lieidland Church of
Christ.
Mr. Hurt is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Zeta Hurt, Murray;
.two sons, Hays Hurt,
Paducah; and Thomas Hurt,
Nashville, Tn.; one step son,
Jimmy Thomasskir,_- Detroit
-- Mich.; one daughter, Mrs. Joy
Paris, ei an , nine grand-
dildren: two great grand-. 
c-WiTdren.
Also 'surviving are two
--. brothers, Jim Hurt, Murray,
and Dayton Hurt, 'Hardin;
three sisters, MnS. Ruthie
Vick, Marshall County, Mrs:
Pansy -.Elkins- and- Mrs.
Ayenell Cornwell, Hardin.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2:00 p. m.
at the- chapel of the .Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
Bro.. -Randall Jernigan and
Bro. Connie Wyatt officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah.







iTHE nitus, Kenton. . .
.?"-in BRIeF 
" C nailed ftOnt Plitelf„
to the Hall. of 'Fame ot
"Downbeat Magazine." He
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
NEW HOPE, Ga. AP) - Through lightning and hail the
succeeded Louis Armstrong
and Duke Ellington.. Kenton
orchestras have also won
seven Playboy Jazz
pilot of the crippled DC-9, itswindshield shattered and hoth. Award.
its engines dead, spotted a winding country road and fought
Graveside services far ,desperatety-to saie 85 fives.lie-
ainiast-made it.-But-at least 
Tickets for the Kenton or-
-
Carlos S. Elkins of Kirksey 66 persons died Monaay when 
SouthernAirways Flight 242, • 
chestra concert may be
hased in the Department
Poll
Route One were conducted by
the Rev. Charles‘yancy this
morning at -10-00 at the
Murray City Cemetery. The




Lestel, and Carlos Elkins,
George Duboise, Starkie Hall,
Robert Henry Hall, Wendell
Norsworthy, and Damon
Carson:
M. Etkui, age-.85; died
Sunday at 9:40 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
bound for Atlanta from Huntsville, Ala., hit trees, cars and a
grocery before it exploded and burned in the woods of this
quiet G rgia two, about 3Sibiles northwest of Atlanta, •
UND D spring m packing funnel clouds,
torrential ins and tornado-Tev winds drove across the
Mississippi t :ulf •the Northeast, tilling at least 26 people
and leavinocres injured or missin‘g.and 
thousana others
homeless. pie heavily populated Birmingham, Ala., area
the brunt of the tornados-Monday. At least 19 persons
died Miere, 17 of them in the Smithfield Estates 
huuping
Projeci which as leveled.
r •
NANTUCKET; Mass. AP - the plain-speaking residents
of Nantucket-have made ctear in a particularly plainspoken.
way --a 4-1 referendum vtç. that they mean their threat to
gospital BP _was  a rptired secede from 
Massvhirsetts. "What started as a lark is
carpenter, andla member 0f--something people are taking s
eriously now," .safd•Wayne
the Kirksey -United Methodist' Ht limes, the -Nantucket-town meet
ing moderator, after totlyn"
Church and Murray. Lodge No: meetings Monday resulted in a 
1,72:5-to-404 vote in favor of
105 Free,. and Accepted secession.
Masons.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Floyd Dell Parrish
Elkins, to whom he was
married August 29, 1909; one
daughter, Mrs. Eva_ Ross,
Kirksey Route One; one son,
W. C. Elkins and wife, Jo,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Allen
Welts, Murray Route Three;
one brother, Jack Elkins,
Murray Route Six; one
granddaughter, Mrs. Manford
Gooch, and two. great grand-
children, Willis and Lynn
Gooch. •
Dies At Age 83; 
A. Perry Farris'
Rites At Church
Mrs. Willie K. Cooper. of 204
South. Eleventh Street,
Murray, dikl Monday at 6:55
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
-County „Hospital. She was 83
years of age and the-wile-.-of
Chesley G. Cooper who died
June 12, 1972.
-The Murray woman was a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. Born August 14, 1893,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Robert
Lee Spencer and Ida Mae
Miller Spencer. She was
preceded in -death by <one
• daughter,. Mrs. Christine
-Smotherman, in 1961.
Mrs. Cooper is survived by
four - sons, Leon Cooper,
-Murray Route Four, R. L.
Cooper, 1614 Sunset, Murray.,
Hewlett Cooper, Murray
Route Seven, and Jackie
Cooper,' 212' Touth Sixteenth
Street, Murray; one brother,
Conn Spencer, Murray Route
Four; eleven grandchildren;
six great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins;.
Jr., officiating. The church
choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto
Erwin as 'organist, will
previtle4he-situaie -ant =Wag_
Service.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will'
follow in the church cemetery
with the arrangements brtfie
Blaleck-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
after six p. m. tonight
(Tuesday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Memorial Fund of the
• South Pleasant Grove United
-Methodist Church.




The funeral for-Albert Perry
Farris of Murfay Route Five
will be held Wednesday at
1.11110 a.m, atitlefellSPer9i the
J. H. Churchill Funerar Horne
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiatlnj
Pallbearers will be Junior
WASHINGTON
--WASHINCTOVAPT *— Egypt's President Anwa
r Sadat,
strongly urging the Carter adniinistration to a
dmit the
Palestinians to Midd* East peace talks, • is turning his
attention ui winning U.S. arms aid. Before his arrival.in
Washington on Sunday. .5.adat had expressed his -deter-
mination to ask for "lots" of F-5 fighter planes and for TOW
antitank missiles.
WASHINGTON I API — If the Senate accepts a House-
-passed- bill to regiilate The debt collection 'Indu
stry, bill
collectors won't be able to hound you in the middle of the
night, threaten you or suggest that y.uttkill yourself. Senate
hearings-are planned later this month on The- bill; which'
squeaked through The Housa;oda 199 to 198 vote Monday. _
• INTERNATIONAL
Lebanon AP — House-to-house fighting was
refiorted in Marjapiun; six miles from the Israeli border, as
a counter-offensive bv -Palestinian guerrillas and their leftist
Lebanese Moilem aibeitained errs"! in- southprn •
with Syrian artillery suppnrt. Christian sources conceded 
service at 6:30 p.m.
their forces Were retreating in .Marjayoun, a city o attend these- services, a
f 15.000 The public 
is invited to
-
that controls supply routes into's,,utheast L n.ebano• - • • • church spokesman said.
' of Music, Office in the 'Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State. Prices are $3.50
for adults, $2.50 for college
students, and $2.50 each for
. high school students in groups
of 12 or more.
Mail orders should contain a
stamped,, self-addressed
envelope with a check for the
proper • ampunt made out to
Phi Mu Alpha and be sent to:
Department of Music, Price






A Bible Institute :at—the-
Scotts Grove Baptist Church,
Highway 641 North will start
Wednesday evening, April 6,
and continue through Sunday
evening, April 10.
Different speakers for each
'service will be featured with
Bro. Thurman Penick,
Wednesday Bro. R. J. Burpoe,
Thursday, Bro. Billy G.
Turner, Friday_ Bro. Larry
Salmon, Saturday, Bro. Odis
Shultz, Sunday morning, and.
..tra. Luther Compton, the
closing message on Sunday"
evening.
The week-night services will
begin.at 7:30 p.m. The Sunday
__morning service will begin at
• 41;00. a.m., and the evening
overnor Carroll Plans-Aerial-
•
Dur-Of-flood--Ra'vaged Areas-.McCage, Bobby Wilson, _Clifton Roberts, AubreyFarris, Jessie McKinney, and
Wendell Allhritten.Burial will 
, _
_
follow in the Murray City.
Cemetery.
Friends_ may _call. at the
funeral home.
Mr. Farris, age -90, died
Monday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Westview -Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Meador
Farris, died July 14, 1965. He
was a member of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church, and a•retired farmer.
Born September 14, 1886, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late James Henry
Farris and Mary Ellen Burton _
Farris.
The Calloway man is sur-
vived by two sons, James
Robert Farris, New Concord,
d Clyde Meador -Fame,
Murray Route Five; two
sisters, Mrs. Novella Pat-
terson; Elm Street,_ Murray,
and . Meda Jackson, Fox




Farris, Clarksdale, Miss.; two
grandchildren; two- ,great
grandchildren.
Only one Story Hour will be
held Wednesday, April 6, at
the Calkiway -County- Public - -
Library. This will be froin
10:00 to 11:00 a.m.
The one story hour will be
held so that all children, ages
three and older, may visit with
the life size Easter Bunny.
' MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribers who have net
received their hente-delivered
copy of The Merrey ledger.
rates by 5:30 p. nu. Menday•
Friday Sc by 3:30 p. at. ea Sate,.
Irst •Ore swiped to seN 153-1.1134
between 5:30 p. !IL and Sp. et.,
Ilionisy•Friiin, err 3:30 p. m.
end 4p. rn Saturdays, tot insure
delivery el the newspaper. Calls
west be plowed by 6 p. rn. week




Pederal State Market News Service
April 5, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stat1od
Rseeipts: Act 297 Est. SOO Harrows &
GHts fully .50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 il $5025.35.50
US 1-3 200-2484bs. ... 00-35.25
US 2-4 240-280 .50-35.00
US 3-4 S0-2801bs .50-34.50
Sows
US 1-2 278450 lbs.  ;3100-31.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.   831.00-31.50
US 1-3 450450 Its.  s31.50-32.50
US 24 300-500 lbs.  530.00-31.00
Boars 19.00-20.50
By The Associated Press National-Guard Armory.
Gov. Julian Carroll planned At. Itte, request of local of-
an aerial tour todajt-74 40fieials, Carroll activated the
southeastern KenitiolqWeao NationaiGnard on Monday to
ravaged by what . local ob-
servers said Was the -worst
flooding in recent memory.
Rain-Swollen waters-of the
Cumberland River claimed at
least three lives and forced
hundreds of person t to spend
the night in emergency
shelters 'in Harlan County,
assist in the evacuatiqns. -
Harlan radio Station WHLN
remained On the air until. late
Monday, broadcasting
disaster reports from its
transmitter site after
downtown fWoding 'forced
evacuation of the studios;
Officials at the scene said
authorities said. -.the Cumberland crested
Flooding also was reported Monday night at 34.2 feet.
in Letcher, Bell and Hazard more than 18 feet aboye flood
counties, but none as bad as stage, smashing records set
Harlan. Schools in the areas during a similar disaster in
were closed today. 1963 in which one person died.
The governor and state In that flood, the river crested
disaster officials planned to at 29.2 feet.
tour the area by helicopter to
determine -the extent of
damage and decide whether to
ask President Carter to
r declare the area a national
. The City of Harlan was
transformed into a series of
islands_ where hundreds of-
people fled to relatives' homes•
on higher ground and others
waited in trees f9r rescue
boats.
-All roads to Harlan were
under water Monday night.
"The people We've talked to
say it's the worst flood they
can remember," said Tom
Little, a• spokesman Tor the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services Division.
Little" said at least 200,
persons were evacuated and
spent the night in emergency
-shelters set up at the Harlan
Elementary School and the
•
Everett Jones, the county's.
Civil Defense director, said
rescue efforts were hampered
by sightseers who drove into
the high water areas and
themselves.
•'"We had no advance war-
ning this was about to hap-
pen." Jones said. "Conditions
are bad."
- Homer Nolin, the county's
chief weather observer, was'
forced to flee when water
-came up around his home.
Jones said some of those
who were forced from their
homes were "hanging in trees
waiting to be rescued. We've
got all available boats out and
some volunteers are helping
with rescue work."
All businesses were closed.
Patients at. the Appalachian
Regional Hospital were
transferred to upper floors of
the facility.
To 'compound rescue efforts,
Officials had contend with a
rite that raged out or contreikat
nearby Everts. A civil defense
:spokesman said propane_gai
"tanks at one,of three burning
businestes threatened_ at .one
point to explode.
Only one of the dead had
been, identified. State police
said Susie Evans,„about 40, of
Harlan County, drowned when
the car ,in which she was
riding stalled in high water
between Harlan and Cum-
berland.
Police, said an unidentified
man was killed when his auto
ran off Kentucky 72 and
crasTied-ii- Little Creek. And
another roan, also uniden-
tified, fell into the water and
drowned while cleaning a
culvert at Lynch, Ky.
AuteMcidentiteprds)hould
I
Be Open, Opinion Indicates
You had an automobile ac-
cident and it was not because
of 'your negligence.' You
dutifully reported it to the
state and an instiranCe
organization later. acquired
your record.
- Then your policy was
cancelled on' the bitsis of the
accident an perhaps other
factors.
Yotr -are angered at the
state's release of the accide_nt-
record add so are plenty of
other Kentuckians in the same
situation. '
• But the state was doing its
job and had no alternative. It_
merely was—performing a
routine 'administrative fun-
ction and could not-prevent the
dita4rom-going to insurance
-
That interpretation now is in
the form -of an' opinion from
the attorney general's office,
which though it has no force of




of Drivers Licensing it must
keep on file with a motorist's
history a copy of each ac-
cident report made to the state
by the driver.
Under the law, all mishaps
involving an injury or at least
$200 in damage must be
reported' to statepolice, who
then routinely turn the in-
formation over to ttkDrivers
'Licensing Division.
t the
Asst. Atty. Gen. CarIVIler
old F. E. Hodges, head 
division:
'A person's driving history
therefore will contain recordsi-
,
( STOCK MARKET j
Prices_ of anicks.. td.J8C8‘11.101c
noon today furnished to the Ledger lk
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follow,:
Indus. Av 
of his traffic offenses apd of
his reported accidents, and
these records are subject to
public inspection."
The 'opinion strengthens the
state Transportation
Department against mounting
criticism of the process.
0. B. Arnold, commissioner
of the Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation, acknowledged
- Monday it helps get his agency
off the hook.
There has been criticism
from legislators that in-
surance policyholders 'are
being penalized with higher
premiums, cancellations or
nonrenewals because of
reports of accidents for which
they were not at fault.
There also have been
complaints about the state's
sale of the driving recordi.to
comnierciaI - Organizations,
mainly to insurance com-
panies, as an invasion. of
priv cy. . • .
is opinion-makes it clear
t if we refuse to show in-
surance companies the driver
history records, they can gain
/access.,Lo the accident records
and get the information
anyway," Arnold said.
Hodges, currently on
vacation, has sent a cOpy of
the attorney general's opinion
to the Interim Legislative
Committee on Banking and
Insurance, which recently
questioned him about the
records. •
Arnold said the state sells
about 350,000 or more driver
records each year. There are
about 2 million Kentucky
motorists. --
.million rentticky motorists. '
Hodges has Maintained that
his division" dees drily what it




AM. Motors 5%.- +%




Gen. Motors 86's +Ls
Gen. Tire  -%
Goodrich s • ,  30 -%
Gulf Oil  38 -14
Pennwalt 334





Zenith Radio 23% unc
Pricesof stock of local interestat Man
EDT, today, furnished to the, Leldger Si
Times by Pirst ot Michigan: Derp., of -
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc. 26% unc •
McDonalds Corp 40at unc
Ponderosa Systems  +%
Kimberly Clark 42;1:
Union Carbide 55% +%
W. R. Grace 2$% uric
Texaco 2614 unc
General Elec. 487s +
. GAF Corp  -%
Georgia. Pacific 32%
Pfizer  -%
Jim Walters 30% -21.
 14%
Disney 34's -+-%
Franklin Mint 23 -%
66 Die In-trash of DC-9.
At least four persons on the ground
died when they were hit by parts of the
plane.
authorities said among the dead-were
both flight officers, Capt. William
McKenzie, 54, of La Place, La., and
first officer Lyman Keele, 34, of College
Park, Ga. .
Authorities planned to release a
complete list of the casualties after
notifying relatives.
Twenty-five persons, including both
stewardesses and a local man, were
admitted to five area hospitals.
The store owners, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Newman, survived, but flying
debris killed" their' &tighter and two
grandchildren, who were outside the
store, a spokesman for the Paulding
County sheriff's office said. '
Some of the _wreckage hit a woman
standing in .a nearby yard, killing her
instantly, an eyewitness said.
'die plane had barely cleared an
elementary school, where classes had
been dismissed a nail titir before the
crash. -
A survivor said the 81 Passengers and
four c: ew members were told they were
going to crash- about four minutes
• before the plane struck.
-It was an apparently severe thun-
derstorrn ... The hail really got bad --
Lightning struck the left wing tip...I
believe the hail being ingested in the
engine is what really brought it down," •
said Don Foster, a licensed pilot from
Decatur. Ala:, a passenger.
About 30 miles northwest of the crash
site? -'one person ,was killed Monday
when a tornado ripped througti a trailer
park. At least a dozen tornados were
sighted Monday in the Southeast, part
of a storm that also brought torrential
rains and flash floods to many sections.
A spokesman for the F ederal
Atriation Administraticin in Atlanta said
the pilot reported both engines had
,"flanied out" - lost power - and that
the windshield had cracked. He was
• -s
were .evacuVeli in Bell
County. - "We know some
people4ave been evacuated to
the Middlesboro Civic Center,
but we can't get through to
them," he said.
All roads leading to and
from ilarlan, Hazard and
Middlesboro were under
water, authorities said.
Some flooding was reported
at Pineville, where four
National Guard trucks arrived
frozn London Monday night to
evacuate residents - if
necessary. •
Little said flooding also was









Board of Regents, will be the
featured speaker' at the lun-
cheon at the United Campus
Ministry on Wednesday at
12:30 p.m.
A member of -the
Psychology Department, Dr.
Cunningham will report on the
recent' recommendations of
. the State Council on Higher
.Education. He will outline that
report and discuss the im-
plications for Murray State
University.
lack-son. Cost of the meal is $1.25 and
the public is invited to attend.
• • Continued From Page 1
• • -- - - - -
told to try a landing; at Dobbins'Air
Force Kase in Marietta.
He crashed 15 miles short of the' base
after radioing he was unable to make it
at about 4 15 p.m. EST, the spokesman
said.
Foster. hospitalized _in nearby Car-
tersville. Said the plane "glided kind of
straight with a few turns."
"Apparently, they saw this paved
road and ;hey realized ... they weren't
going further than that," he said.
"SO they made a steep turn and tried to
get it 1111;i*t road and they just barelyn}issed
The Nalional Transportation Safety
Board sent a, 12-man team ,from
Washington to' try to. determine the
cause of them-mai.
Most ‘,1 the bodies were taken to
Dallas, (la., warehhuse, about four
nles fr, inn the crash, where a tem-
porary,ens iiai nTauie d.was set up. a sheriff'ssrxh
-111000.v.vvillanwilftilmOvervesassi '.—
•
Ld Me WIN About Myself
a candidate for membership on the
Common Council From -Matti
inlierffy 414vrray in the May 241ePrimary
I am 44 years old and have been a resident
of Murray for the past 15 years. I am manied
to' the former Sylvia Donoho of Patmersville,
Tenn., and we have three children. Ronny, 17,
is a senior at Murray High School. John Mark,
14, is in the eighth grade at Murray Middle
School, and Melinda, 5 is in kindergarten at
Robertson Elementary. We' live at 1617 Loch
Lomond Drive, and we attend and are mem-
bers of Grace' Baptist Church.
Since coming' to Murray, my brother,
Hayden, and I have owned and operated The
College Shop and the Murray Tuxedo and
Rental Service on South 15th Street. From the
standpoint of a businessman as well as that of
a private citizen, I am keenly interested in
well-planned, sensible growth for our city and
efficient operation of its governmental agen-
cies.
I am confident I am well qualified to serve
you as a member of the Murray Common
Council I seek the office with no com-
mitments or promiscs to any individual or
groups. li elected, I pledge to you, the people
of Murray, the same integrity in my respon-
sibilities as one of your representatives on the
Council as I have practiced in my personal
and business life.
I will be easily accessible and always willing
to listen with an open mind to anyone's
problems, suggestions or general comments
with respect to the operation of your city and
its business.
On May 24, you will have the opportunity to
vote for 12 Council members, six on the north
side of Main Street and six on the south side
of it. I hope you will afford me the op-
portunity to serve you as one 'of them by
casting a vote for me. I can assure you your
vote and support will be most appreciated.




• . Let us fin your..Easter
Either choose one of bi,r becruttful
baskets or bring in your own
Select what you want in
the basket and while arrange
it - New Fillers
have arrived!








gift for any age.
fAk. •
Dixioktntl
Shopping
Center
